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ABSTRACT
Availability of the modern safety systems for railway transport depends on telecommunication infrastructure for
communication of distributed subsystems. In order to limit risks related to transmission interference, various
redundancy technologies of transmission networks (media, devices) are used in industrial systems - sometimes
including their automatic reconfiguration. This article presents an analysis of the considered methods to provide high
transmission availability in the axle counter system, as well as the implemented tailored solution – protocol UniPRP
which uses parallel transmission of the doubled data. This solution is an adaptation of those presented in the series of
technical standards: IEC 62439 Industrial communication networks - High availability automation networks.

KEYWORDS: high availability, communication, redundancy protocol, axle counting

1. Introduction
Safety related systems in railways are using transmission
systems more and more frequently. It is not only to connect
different locations but also more and more often to connect parts
of the system installed in one location. System in total, just as each
subsystem e.g. transmission system, have to fulfil requirements of
EN 50129 and EN 50159 standards [1, 2].
In addition, the signalling systems require high availability
to ensure continuous traffic operation. As a consequence, high
quality components and proper maintenance are requested. In
communication subsystems highly reliable network components
alleviate the potential for failure of transmission, but also network
redundancy is beneficial in order to ensure continuity and avoids
disruption of critical communication, as it limits the risk of losing
of availability in case of failure.
Redundancy could be implemented [4, 5] as:
1. dynamic (standby, serial), or
2. static (parallel, workby).
Dynamic redundancy does not actively participate in the control.
A switchover logic decides whether to insert redundancy and put
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it to work. This allows to share redundancy and load, implement
partial redundancy and reduce the failure rate of redundancy. On
the other hand, such switchover takes time.
Static redundancy with costly total duplication provides
seamless switchover, continuously exercise redundancy, increase
fault detection coverage and provide fail-safe behaviour.
In order to provide high availability networks, several methods
were implemented in many industrial applications. The “Highly
Available Automation Networks” IEC SC65C WG15 selected many
redundancy methods that could be divided into two main categories:
1. “redundancy in the network”, e.g. redundant rings, with devices attached to a single bridge only (singly attached devices),
while the bridges implement redundancy, and
2. “redundancy in the devices”, using devices with two network
interfaces attached to redundant networks (doubly attached
devices).
The methods above are described in the suite of norms IEC
62439 including:
• Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP), implements
“redundancy in the devices” method that provides bumpless
switchover in case of failure or reintegration.
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• High Availability Seamless Redundancy (HSR), similar
operation principle to PRP, including zero recovery time, less
infrastructure, specialised hardware components,
• Media Redundancy Protocol (MRP) by Siemens/Hirschmann
implements “redundancy in the network” with singly
attached devices attached to a ring, with moderate increase
in availability and disruption delay of 200 ms to 500 ms. This
is interesting if the bridges are integrated in the devices, but it
also limits topology to a simple ring of up to 50 bridges.
• Cross Network Redundancy Protocol (CRP) by Honeywell/
Fieldbus Foundation implements – like PRP –“redundancy
in the devices”, offers the same availability as PRP, but has
disruption times of 200 ms to 2s. It allows to connect singly
attached devices to both network halves, but costs aggregated
links in the (mandatory) root bridges.
• Beacon Redundancy Protocol (BRP) by Rockwell/OVDA
exhibits characteristics similar to CRP, strives to provide a 20
ms recovery delay by sending a beacon at short intervals.
• Distributed Redundancy Protocol (DRP) by SupCon/China
is a ring redundancy protocol which competes with MRP and
uses a tight clock synchronization to support time-slotted
real-time traffic.
• Redundant Ring Protocol (RRP), another ring redundancy
protocol supported by RAPIEnet, LS Industrial Systems Co.
In order to address specific application requirements the
recommendation below were given:
1. general automation systems – the standard recommends
to use RSTP (base: IEEE standards, RSTP) – no need for a new
standard < 500 ms.
2. benign real-time systems that are cost-sensitive, grace time
< 200 ms – the standard shall define an adequate bridge
redundancy scheme and redundant devices attachment (base:
RSTP and further developments – solution: MRP, DRP, RRP).
1. critical real-time systems that require higher coverage, grace
time: 0 ms – the standard shall define parallel network solutions and redundant device attachment (base: ARINC AFDX
and similar – solution PRP, HSR).
2. legacy solutions based on Fieldbus Foundation CRP.
Accordingly in the applications with requested zero recovery
time there are two standards recommended: PRP and HSR,
operating principles of which can be customised if necessary.
PRP redundancy protocol implements redundancy in the
devices, through doubly attached nodes operating according to
PRP (DANPs).
A DANP is attached to two independent LANs of similar
topology, named LAN_A and LAN_B, which operate in parallel.
A source DANP sends the same frame over both LANs and a
destination DANP receives it from both LANs within a certain
time, consumes the first frame and discards the duplicate.
General architecture of the network used by PRP is presented
on Fig. 1.
The two LANs are identical in protocol at the MAC-LLC level,
but they can differ in performance and topology. Transmission
delays may also be different, especially if one of the networks
reconfigures itself, e.g. using RSTP, to overcome an internal failure.
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The two LANs follow configuration rules that allow the network
management protocols such as Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) to operate correctly. The two LANs have no connection
between them and are assumed to be fail-independent.

Fig. 1. PRP example of general redundant network [3]

The two networks have no connection between them and can be
assumed as fail-independent. Redundancy can be defeated by e.g.
common power supply, so additional redundancy also for power
supply is needed to prevent a single point of failure. PRP can be
implemented entirely in software, i.e. integrated in the network driver.
High-availability Seamless Redundancy (HSR) retains the PRP
property of zero recovery time and is applicable to any topology,
in particular rings and rings of rings.
With respect to PRP, HSR allows to roughly halve the network
infrastructure. With respect to rings based on IEEE 802.1D (RSTP),
IEC 62439-2 (MRP) or IEC 62439-6 (DRP), the available network
bandwidth for network traffic is roughly halved. Nodes within the
ring are restricted to be HSR-capable switching end nodes. Generalpurpose nodes (SANs) cannot be attached directly to the ring, but
need attachment through a RedBox (redundancy box).
As in PRP, a node has two ports operated in parallel; it is a
DANH (Doubly Attached Node with HSR protocol). A simple
HSR network consists of doubly attached switching nodes, each
having two ring ports, interconnected by full-duplex links, as
shown in the example of Fig. 2 (multicast) for a ring topology.

Fig. 2. HSH example of ring topology redundant network [3]

A source DANH sends a frame passed from its upper layers
(“C” frame), inserts an HSR tag to identify frame duplicates
and sends a frame over each port (“A”-frame and “B”-frame). A
destination DANH receives, in the fault-free state, two identical
frames from each port within a certain interval, removes the HSR
tag of the first frame before passing it to its upper layers (“D”frame) and discards any duplicates.
The nodes of HSH require hardware support (FPGA or ASIC)
to forward or discard frames within microseconds. This cost is
partly compensated because Ethernet switches are not required.
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2. Communication redundancy
in UniAC2 axle counting
system
The UniAC2 axle counting system is intended to monitor the
track vacancy and sections on railway lines, shunting and marshalling
yards with low, medium and high traffic, railway sidings, tram depots
and loops, and lightweight railway lines.
The UniAC2 system is a new generation, modular solution
designed to address high availability requirements of the modern
signalling subsystems. The system consists of unified AXM modules
exchanging the information over the embedded Ethernet network,
with tailored layer 2 protocols.
The following transmission subsystems can be distinguished:
1. Subsystem 1: A non-safety related transmission between two
AXM modules or between an AXM module and an external
system. The transmission system is defined as Black Channel
network and is implemented in a black box unit. Non-safety
protocol encapsulates safety protocols and is used as medium
converter. All safety issues are covered by the safety protocol
(Subsystem 2).
2. Subsystem 2: A safety-related transmission between AXM
modules or between an AXM module and an external system.
Transmission is encapsulated by Subsystem 1.
3. Subsystem 3: A safety-related, on-board transmission between
Safety Channels on one board implemented through the copper tracks on PCB.
One of the main challenges for the implemented solution is to
provide high availability transmission system for communication
between all AXM modules over Ethernet network. The individual
logic peer-to peer connections ensure the quasi-continuous
exchange of states between unrestrictedly defined AXM modules.
High availability is related to characteristic of the UniAC2 system,
which provide the requested level of operational performance over
a long period.
The main principles for that kind of system are:
1. Failure of a component shall not lead to a failure of the whole
system. A single point of failure shall be eliminated by adding
redundancy.
2. The crossover (decision point) in system becomes a single point of failure, so it shall be reliable.
3. The reliable failure detection even, if it does not limit availability of system. Maintenance process shall take into account
that kind of events.
To provide redundancy, more components are used in the
system. It leads to more complex system and can negatively impact
availability because of more potential failure points. In the UniAC2
system, the following principles were defined:
• redundancy implementation as simple as possible,
• static redundancy solution,
• zero downtime system design.
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To fulfil the abovementioned principles and requirements, the
following solutions were implemented:
1. Reconnect in transmission system or toggling between main
and second network (warm redundancy) can be a cause of system failure. Because of that “redundancy in the network” was
replaced by “redundancy in the devices”. As result a simplified
parallel redundant technique was chosen (Fig. 3), as it does not
need crossover point and algorithms of dynamic redundancy.
2. Standard, popular telecommunication devices should be used
in design of telecommunication part of the system. In addition
complexity of the embedded software should not be high. Proprietary protocol UniPRP, close to PRP, but with the simplified
operation principles, was designed and implemented in order
to proper system operation with both networks providing different performance e.g. bandwidth, lags, reliability.
3. To support a high system availability the hardware layer of
transmission system ensures no single point of failure solution. The standard Ethernet switches are installed on the backplane integrating AXM module creating an embedded, doubled communication network with high reliability, doubled
power supply.

Fig. 3. UniPRP network – similar to PRP example of redundant
network as two LANs (bus topology)[3]

As a final result, the tailored solution was developed around
bus topology with two separate networks MAG_NET1 and MAG_
NET2 connecting local and distant AXM modules (Fig. 4), using
proprietary UniPRP protocol.

Fig. 4. Redundancy of transmission system [own study]

Each AXM module has two ports and is attached to Network
1 (MAG_NET1) and Network 2 (MAG_NET2). Information
transferred between AXM modules is sent via both networks in
parallel. In case of damage of one network, the second network is
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enough to deliver messages on time. Redundancy on this level is
executed in Black Channel unit. Safety Channel sends one message
(MESSAGE), that I doubled on Black Channel level and it is send
via MAG_NET1 (MESSAGE1i) and MAG_NET2 (MESSAGE2i).
Black Channel on relevant AXM module (receiver) receives
MESSAGE1i and MESSAGE2i. The first MessageXi (X=1,2) is
transferred to Safety Channel; second message is discarded as a
duplicate.

2.1. Solution characteristics
Additional layer in the UniAC2 protocol provides seamless
failover against failure of any network component. Link Redundancy
Entity layer (LRE) is responsible for duplicate and discarding frames.
Layer LRE is transparent for higher layers of protocol. It allows higher
layer network protocols to operate without modification.
The internal structure of frame is compatible with specified in IEEE
802.3 structure. To simplify the detection of duplicates, the frames are
identified by redundancy trailer. It contains a sequence number that
is incremented for each frame sent according to the protocol. MAC
addresses are used as source and destination identifiers. This trailer
is ignored by nodes and network equipment that are unaware of the
specific protocol and considered as padding. Payload containing
specific data is presented in a table below (Table 1).
Table 1. UniPRP - structure of frame [own study]
No

Field

Description

1

Safety and non-safety related
data

Data specified for UnIAC2
system
Set of data related to parallel
redundancy protocol.
Sequence number

2

Redundancy trailer:

2a

64-bits sequence number

2b

4-bits NET identifier

2c

12-bits frame size

2d

16-bits protocol suffix

Protocol type identifier

Network management

Set of data related to network
monitoring and management
e.g. timestamp

3

NET1 = 0xA; NET2 = 0xB
Cover data in field 1 and
trailer in field 2

The sequence number size is enough to cover about 100 million
years of system work. It simplifies the algorithm and allows to
distinguish many border scenarios with two different behaviours of
MAG_NET 1 and MAG_NET2.

2.2. Sender
The main task of the sender is to send two identical (or rather
similar because of different MAG_NET identifier field) frames
to the receiver. The sender maintains table of logical connections
with receivers. For each of them, it increments specific sequence
number. This ensures a proper failure detection coverage, which is
one of the main purposes of high availability systems. The sender
cannot modify payload of the frame, so LRE layer has no impact on
safety-related data. Redundancy trailer is added as an additional
part of the frame information. Thanks to that, connections with
and without redundancy protocol can exist in the same network.
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2.3. Receiver
The receiver analyses frame and redundancy trailer. Based
on it, it decides if specific frame shall be sent to next layers, or
discarded. The most important logic of the receiver is the duplicate
discard algorithm. This algorithm has the following steps:
1. IF current sequence in new frame > last received sequence
number THEN frame is valid.
2. IF current sequence in new frame < start sequence number
THEN frame is discarded, restart of sender is detected. Start
sequence number equals last received sequence number minus window size. Windows size is a distance between next proper sequence number and detection of sender restart.
Window size depends on the frequency of frames between
nodes and lags on the slower network. This approach assumes that
network with poorer parameters shall be good enough to connect
all nodes. The lags in network shall not be higher than the window
size in the algorithm.

2.4. Supervision
The simplified supervision of the communication network
was implemented. The black channel processor in a node collects
the information indicating the state of communication from its
perspective, e.g. it keeps a node table of all detected partners and
registers from the last time a node was seen, as well as the number
of received frames which the nodes receive from each other
over both interfaces. As safety application generate an intensive
traffic by sending cyclic status data, there is no need of dedicated
supervision frames for checking continuously all paths.
The embedded monitoring system of UniAC2 ensures that the
diagnostic data registered on the AXM level (not only related to
communication) is collected on the system level by a specialized
diagnostic ADM module.

3. Conclusion
The progress of communication technologies is opening new
opportunities for designers of embedded network systems and
safety related applications. The new, so-called industrial Ethernet
solutions are able to replace the former field bus technologies not
only because of their higher bandwidth, but especially because
of the ability to create highly available industrial networks. Over
the last 20 years many methods of redundancy were developed
and successfully implemented in Ethernet networks, combining
outstanding reliability with acceptable costs.
In railway signalling systems the industrial Ethernet combined
with the concept of “black channel” brings new possibilities,
providing increase of configurability and maintainability of systems
that should adapt to diversity of railway infrastructure.
The UniAC2 axle counter system is an example of a new
generation modular solution designed to address high availability
requirements of modern signalling subsystems. One of the
challenges during the design phase was to develop a redundancy
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concept for embedded communication network integrating the
distributed AXM modules.
Having examined the redundancy methods available, no
appropriate redundancy protocol was find. In consequence, due to
the specific safety related requirements and required simplicity, the
tailored solution UniPRP was implemented.
UniPRP allows seamless switchover and no frames are lost. AXM
modules fulfil the role of doubly attached nodes (DANP), which was
achieved with relatively low costs.
The double network consisting of two independent sets of
inexpensive Ethernet switches limit the risk of losing connection.
The current state of Ethernet technology is well able to fulfil the
requirements of the most demanding embedded applications. The
right assumptions and proper technical choices during the planning
phase of a communications network should minimize project risks,
especially connected with management of complexity. The existing
well-known standards, especially PRP, can be an inspiration for the
tailored solutions adapted to the needs of embedded safety related
systems. The main challenge seems be located in the area of balance
between performance and simplicity.
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ABSTRACT
Widely understood safety belongs to important scientific issues and railway safety constitutes a transport development
key factor in economy. Provisions of the law, regulations and community law detail the working of railway companies in
many areas, also concerning safety. All aspects of safety affect proper functioning of railway companies, infrastructure
development, and they also stimulate socio-economic development. The article presents various aspects of safety in
railway companies depending on the environment, entities operating in railway environment, interaction between
these entities and impact on creating safety postulate.

KEYWORDS: safety, railway companies, human resources management, property management

1. Introduction
Widely understood railway safety belongs to important scientific
issues and constitutes a transport development key factor in economy.
Ensuring an appropriate level of safety in railway transport makes,
that buyers are more likely to use it. Increased demand for rail
transport services affects the development of railway infrastructure
and stimulates socio-economic development. The article presents
various aspects of safety in railway companies depending on the
environment, entities operating in railway environment, interaction
between these entities and impact on creating safety postulate. The
author of the article will try to analyze, what safety in railway transport
is and how it is understood and perceived. Determine what and who
stakes out the level of safety on the railway and whether employees of
railway companies are able to identify safety at their workplace.
Fig. 1 shows what safety in the home, at work and in the surrounding
reality can potentially be associated with. Conceptualizations
contained in Fig. 1 are comprehensively included in the essence of
railway transport safety.
The literature on the subject has many definitions of railway
transport safety, which are transferred to the basics of the
theory of transport. According to the classic definition cited
in dictionaries, safety is the condition of being unthreatened,
peace and confidence [1]. In the general sense, safety should be
understood as a state of being not in danger [2].However, the
definition that most accurately reflects the character of the issue
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of safety in railway transport is used in the aviation industry. It
defines safety as a condition in which the possibility of occurrence
of damage, among people or property is minimized and remains
at an acceptable level or below this level, thanks to a continuous
process of risk identification and safety risk management [3].
The above definition indicates that safety in railway transport is
multidimensional.

Fig. 1. The essence of safety [own study]
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Fig. 2. Safety aspects in railway transport [own study]

2. Formal and legal aspect
Creating the railway transport safety policy in formal and legal
terms should be considered from the level of the European Union,
which through regulatory instruments sets out the basic directions
of actions in the field of systemic solutions regarding railway
transport safety. The established EU legal frameworks allow for the
creation of structures at each country level, the aim of which is to
implement and supervise safety standards.
The entities operating in the surrounding of railway transport
include:
• The European Parliament draws up directives and regulations
that set the rules for the functioning of safety in railway
transport throughout the European Union.
• The European Commission, based on the acts of the European
Parliament and the Council of the European Union, specifies
the conditions of functioning of the railway by decisions,
regulations, recommendations and directives.
• The European Railway Agency (ERA) supports the technical
implementation of the Community law aimed at developing a
consistent approach to safety in the european railway system
guaranteeing high level of safety [4].
• The Ministry of Infrastructure [5] aims to improve the safety
of the railway system in the areas of hard activities, including
the modernization and revitalization of railway lines,
implementation of the European Train Control System (ETCS),
soft actions areas related to changes and the development of law
acts related to railway safety [6]; the ministry also undertakes
initiatives related to the strengthening the role of the Office of
Rail Transport and the reconstruction of vocational education;
as part of its activities, the ministry has an independent State
Railway Accidents Investigation Commission (investigation
body), which on the basis of accidents analysis formulates
recommendation for the railway market by setting safety
standards.
• The Office of Rail Transport acts a regulatory, control and
supervisory role in relation to companies operating on the
railway market.
Safety Management System (SMS), as defined in [7] directive
2004/49/EC of the European Parliament of 29 April 2004 on
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safety on the Community’s railways, means the organization and
measures adopted by the infrastructure manager or rail carrier to
ensure the safe management of the activity conducted by the given
entity.
In accordance with the guidelines, the Safety Management System
covers all principles developed and implemented for the needs of a given
entity (incl. internal regulations, internal procedures, job instructions),
which regulate the operation of a given entity in the area of safety (incl.
the division of responsibilities - including management responsibility,
ensuring the competence for specific tasks, resource management) and
enable to organize secure relationships with other entities, including
infrastructure managers, carriers and subcontractors [8].
Systematisation of basic EU and internal legal acts regulating
safety issues can be presented as follows:
• The European Union acts: directive 2004/49/WE, Commission
Regulation (EU) No. 1169/2010, 1158/2010, 1078/2012,
1077/2012, 402/2013
• Internal acts: Transport Act, regulations on SMS in railway
transport, on common safety indicators (CSI), on the
conditions and procedures for issuing, extending, changing
and withdrawing safety authorizations and safety certifications.
The above indicates that the formal and legal aspect constitutes
a strong tool in structuring safety in railway transport at the
European and national level or all entities functioning in the
“railway safety area”.

3. Human resource management
aspect
Safety in railway transport is closely related to the competences
of employees hired in the railway company. Contemporary safety
requirements pressure railway entrepreneurs to constantly perfect
their staff by cooperating with schools and universities, and by
improving their professional qualifications and obtaining appropriate
qualifications by employees. This also applies to staff at every
organizational level. In SMS structures, there are procedures strictly
related to human resources in railway companies. In accordance with
the provisions of Directive 2004/49 /EC and the requirements of the
relevant regulations (Commission Regulation (EU) No 1158/2010
and Commission Regulation (EU) No 1169/2010), these include:
• Procedures for dividing responsibilities and ensuring control
by management at various levels;
• Procedures of employee competence management system [8].
Strong and effective management ensures that objectives related
to safety are defined and prioritized (Planning), appropriate practices
providing the achievement of safety objectives are implemented
(Implementation), the effectiveness of the system is constantly
monitored (Testing) and corrective or preventive measures are taken
(Modification)[9].
Active involvement of the management, starting from the
highest level of the organization, as part of the procedure is carried
out by:
• implementation of effective communication system “down”
and “up” of the organization,
• creation of effective management structures,
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• incorporation of safety management into business decisions.
In the context of the employee competence management
system procedures, systemic solutions have a whole lot practical
applications. The most important of them are [10]:
• Enriching job descriptions by including a profile of desired
competences;
• Improving the recruitment and selection process;
• Assessment of employee potential;
• Assessment of needs from practical point of view;
• Research on the effectiveness of training;
• Building career plans.
Elaborating the specification of the process of hiring, training,
preparation and improvement of employees at railway occupations
in railway companies is included in the regulation of the Minister
of Infrastructure and Economic Development [11]. Under the
current provisions, the condition for admitting an employee to
work independently on a railway position is to undergo professional
training. To undergo such training, a person should meet the
following conditions:
• diploma or certificate confirming the required education,
• documents confirming work experience at other railway
position,
• an opinion stating the physical and psychological ability to
work in a given position, issued by an authorized doctor.
Professional training includes:
• theoretical training,
• job probation,
• practical training,
• trials.
The next stage is passing the practical and theoretical exam,
after which the employee obtains the right to practice the
profession, Nevertheless, it is the employee’s responsibility to obtain
authorization, which confirms the practical checking of knowledge
and skills required on a given position. The presented above
process is really a short version of the whole course of professional
preparation at railway occupations. It includes, in accordance with
the regulation, the following positions:
• train dispatcher,
• signalman,
• manager of a passenger and goods train (business and working),
• seter,
• maneuver,
• rolling stock auditor,
• automation specialist,
• trackmaster,
• lineman,
• railroad engineer,
• railroad engineer assistant.
In the railway sector, employment is also determined by
the health, physical and mental conditions the employees are
obligated to fulfill and people hired to work at railway positions.
Unfortunately, railway companies admit that there are problems
with hiring new people for work - mainly because the candidates
do not meet the health requirements. “If there are 120 volunteers
for the interview, only 12 get a medical permit to work. These are
usually young people. Health problems and related difficulties
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in maintaining the staff in good physical condition are the main
problems faced by the companies” [12]. An additional factor
hindering the preparation of qualified employees is an inadequate,
to the expectation of the railway market, educational system in this
area. Unfortunately, over the last years, schools and universities
with railway profiles have systematically disappeared from the list
of educational institutions.
The current activities of the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Economic Development are focused on tasks related to the
reconstruction of vocational education with a railway profile.
The soft activities of the Ministry of Infrastructure also include
the development of training competences of Polish State Railways
and PKP Intercity by purchasing simulators for the training of
employees, e.g. railroad engineers.
Managing human capital in railway companies requires lifelong
learning at every level of the organizations. It means an attitude of
permanently acquiring and updating knowledge for the purpose
of continuous personal, social and professional development [13].
In the era of knowledge-based economy, lifelong learning creates
a person characterized by creative and dynamic attitude to life and
culture, a person, who can change living conditions to improve
them to for the common good [14]. Managing human capital in
modern railway companies based on safety, should adapt people to
modern procedures, the functioning of modern railway in the maze
of ever-changing regulations, meeting formal safety requirements
controlled by the Office of Rail Transport and creating a broadly
understood safety culture.

4. Technical aspect - property
management
In accordance with the legislation, the railway infrastructure is
created by the following elements, provide that they form part of a
railway line, railway siding or other railway track, or are intended
to manage them, transport people or goods, or maintain [15]:
• railway tracks, including interchanges and crossings of rails
and rails included in them;
• turntables and traversers;
• roadbed, in particular embankments and dikes;
• engineering objects;
• interlocks, railway traffic control devices, including safety,
signaling, and communication devices on the route;
• platforms with infrastructure enabling passengers to reach
them;
• freight ramps, including freight terminals, along with lines of
supply for public roads;
• technological roads and pathways along the tracks;
• railroad crossings and pathways along tracks;
• lighting systems for railway traffics and safety purposes;
• electrical energy conversion and distribution devices for
traction power supply purposes;
• lands marked as cadastral parcels, on which there are elements
listed in above points.
In terms of the length of tracks in EU railway statistics, Poland
is one of the leaders. Relatively large rail network results from the
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fact of a large area of the country, its central location in Europe and
very good topographical conditions for the construction of railway
lines. However, in terms of quality, infrastructure in Poland is not
among the leaders of Europe. In the 20th century, the quality of
railway infrastructure in Poland underwent systematic degradation.
Only Poland’s entry into the European Union has resulted in
launching EU funds for the modernization of rail networks in
Poland. Nowadays, the role of rail transport in integrated transport
system of the country is a strategic task. To that end, it is necessary
to make a move that will increase competitiveness of the railway in
relation to other types of transport, measured by travel time, travel
comfort and safety level. This task will be pursued by investments,
organizational and technological improvements and changes in the
professional activity of railwaymen. In January 2013 the Council
of Ministers adopted a resolution “Strategy for the development of
transport up to 2020” (with a prospect until 2030). The document
sets out the most important directions of activity in context of
increasing territorial accessibility, improving the safety of road
users and transport efficiency by creating a coherent, sustainable
and user-friendly transport system in the national and European
dimension. For passengers, travel comfort is also important
- modern and comfortable rolling stock, renovated stations and
technical condition of railway infrastructure, which has an impact
on an important element of competitiveness – punctuality [16].
The PKP SA Group, the largest player on the Polish railway
market for the modernization of railway stations, railway lines and
rolling stocks, in accordance with the National Rail Program in
2014-2023 assumes total expenditures in the amount of PLN 67.5
billion, including in 2016 PLN 7.1 billion, in 2017 PLN 6.2 billion,
and in 2018 PLN 9.6 billion. PKP PLK - the largest railway lines
manager - provides for modernization of 3000 railroad switches
and almost 1200 railroad crossings [17].
An important element in property management is also the
adaptation of the railway infrastructure for freight transport. For
example, in 2014, the commercial speed (the ratio of distance
traveled by train between two points of the road to the total
times of rides and stops) for rail freight services in Poland was 23
km/h. For comparison, in Germany the average speed is 50 km/h.
Disappointing condition of railway infrastructure and “bottlenecks”
for Polish freight carriers is a problem which hinders not only the
arranging of train schedules, but also prompt delivery of cargo to the
customer. Examples of “bottlenecks” include single-track sections
of lines or lines with a high level of mixed traffic, i.e. passenger
and freight traffic. Some restrictions are also controversial, such as
limitation related to length of freight trains and reduction of axle
loads due to poor infrastructure condition [18].
When analyzing the area of property management, it is also
important to refer to the SMS. The procedures force on the railway
companies to carry out appropriate infrastructure and rolling
stock analyzes. The analyzes must cover, i.a. the following issues:
railway, power supply, steerage and rolling stock [19].
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5. Economic and financial aspect
The following groups of entities (in various range) are involved
in ensuring safety in railway transport:
• Railroad carriers,
• Infrastructure managers,
• Siding users,
• Entities in charge of maintenance,
• Rolling stock manufacturers,
• Maintenance workshops.
They are obligated to apply safety-related procedures and to
carry out risk assessments related to the process they perform for
rail transport [20].
The effect of the above is to bear the cost in the following areas:
• railway traffic control (railway traffic operation) - this is the
task of ensuring the safety of moving vehicles on the railway
network and ensuring the required efficiency of these vehicles
in a technically and economically justified manner [21];
• ongoing maintenance, renovation, modernization and
investment in railway infrastructure, i.e. permanent way, railway
traffic control devices, engineering structures, buildings, contact
system, communication and lightning;
• ongoing maintenance, renovation, modernization and
investment in rolling stock;
• utilities supply;
• material logistics.
The implementation of tasks in the above mentioned areas
constitute the highest level of costs for railway companies in the total
costs of company. Due to above, railway companies have the possibility,
based on appropriate regulations, to raise funds and subsidies for the
implementation of the tasks mentioned above. It is significant that all
entrepreneurs undertake many initiatives, which follow the ideas of
the National Development Strategy 2020 (so-called 2nd strategic area
- a competitive economy) which the basic assumptions are reflected
in the Transport Development Strategy until 2020.
An important aspect of the costs incurred by railway companies
is also the fact, that all equipment used to carry out maintenance
and traffic tasks, in accordance with the regulations, must have
“type approval certificates”. The procedures for producers to obtain
certain certificates, conferred by the President of the Office of Rail
Transport, significantly affect the price level of all these products.
There are many other issues related to the proper functioning
of railway entities, which can and should be subject to analyzes and
deliberations in the economic and financial aspect. These topics
relate to, i.e. the model of unit rates for the provision of railway
infrastructure or the issue of exemptions of railway infrastructure
from perpetual usufruct fees and real estate tax.
According to the above, there are many aspects and different
conditions of safety in railway transport. The author of the article
has tried to sort out the issues in the basic scope, which are
presented in Fig. 3.
Each of these aspects is shaped by the functioning of various
entities in micro and macro environment of the railway companies
creating a “railway safety space”. These entities, through their mutual
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influence, determine the level of safety in railway transport, indicating
potential risks, threats and areas for improvement.

Fig. 3. Entities operating in the micro and macro environment of the
railway sector environment [own study]

6. Conclusion
Safety is an important element conditioning the proper functioning
of rail transport. The macro and micro entities of the railway sector’s
environment shape its level of security. The railway safety space is
FUHDWHG E\ WKH IROORZLQJ DVSHFWV HFRQRPLF DQG ¿QDQFLDO KXPDQ
FDSLWDOPDQDJHPHQWWHFKQLFDODQGIRUPDOOHJDO
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ABSTRACT
The article presents one application from the ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) group of systems,
which enables the reading of parameters from the module connected to the diagnostic port in the vehicle. The
developed application enables better control of engine operation and supports the driver in the field of, among
others indication of currently running gear and suggestion of switching on the higher or lower gear depending on
the engine parameters read. The suggestion of changing gears is shown graphically and sonically. The application is
designed for mobile devices working under the control of Android operating system.

KEYWORDS: Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), diagnostic port, mobile application

1. Introduction
Every year, more and more vehicles are equipped with driver
support systems based on numerous sensors, control modules and
cameras. In a modern vehicle the driver is supported by various
information about the driving style, recognized traffic signs and
vehicle data. Many models also offer support in closing the door,
opening and closing the tailgate, parking and many other activities,
while increasing the safety of driving.
However, according to Samar [1], the average age of passenger
cars traveling on Polish roads is around 13 years. The average age
for cars in Europe is according to ACEA [2] about 10 years. Many of
these vehicles are not equipped with on-board computers at all, and
if they already have them, the information displayed is very limited.
The reason is certainly that the number of sensors and modules
installed in is much smaller than in modern cars. However, the vast
majority of these vehicles have a diagnostic connector allowing to
read parameters from the engine management module.
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Considering the increasing popularity and functionality of
smartphones that accompany us every day, the aim of this work is to
develop a mobile application analyzing vehicle parameters based on
data from a module connected to the diagnostic port which is located
in the vehicle. The parameters available from the engine module, so
far invisible to the driver, will be analyzed. The application will present
data in a way that is understandable for the vehicle user in accordance
with the selected driving mode. In addition, the application will
visually and audibly signal to the driver the need to change gear to
a higher or lower depending on the registered parameters. It will
also enable the measurement of acceleration time to set speeds and
current and average fuel consumption.

2. Related work
Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) help drivers react
to a situation on the road or in a vehicle and thus improve driving
safety [3].
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The most popular systems of this type are road sign recognition
systems [4-8], commonly implemented in modern vehicles. There
are also known systems and methods of vehicle recognition [9-11],
detection of brake lights [12-15], systems of surface condition
control [16, 17], applications downloading and processing data
from ITS systems [18-20] and communication systems between
vehicle and road infrastructure that allow for optimal switching of
traffic lights [21-25].

3. Communication with the
vehicle
The appearance of the first on-board diagnostic (OBD) systems
[26] was closely related to the continuous monitoring of vehicle
failure and exhaust emissions. Since the introduction of the solution,
the information available has been very diverse and limited in scope.
At the end of the 1980s, in the United States, thanks to the California
Air Resources Board (CARB) [27], it was decided that all vehicles
must be equipped with basic OBD capabilities. These decisions and
an attempt to continuously reduce and control the exhaust emissions
caused that in 1994 the OBD-II specification was issued.
This standard has become so popular that over time it also
appeared in Europe. The existing European equivalent is denoted
by the abbreviation EOBD (European On Board Diagnostic) [26]
and it has the same technical specification as OBD-II. Since 2000,
it has been mandatory to install it in vehicles with a gasoline
engine and since 2003 in vehicles with a diesel engine.

3.1. The OBD-II system
OBD-II system appearing on the market significantly increased the
ability of vehicles to self-diagnosis and facilitated a communication with
the vehicle using external devices. The most important assumptions
of the system are: control of all devices affecting the final emission of
the vehicle, protection of the exhaust gas catalytic converter against
damage, optical warning indications when the devices affecting the final
emission from the vehicle exhibit functional faults and error memory.
The introduction of the system has brought new standards,
which define, among others, the format of sent messages and
available data transmission protocols used in the standardized Data
Link Connector (DLC). Additionally, the related standards provide
the On-board Diagnostics Parameter IDs (OBD-II PIDs) with
possible monitoring parameters along with their detailed description.
However, it is not an obligation for producers to implement all of
them. They can add their own proprietary parameter identification
numbers (PIDs) to standard items.
The specification of the diagnostic interface is specified in detail
in SAE J1962 standard [28]. It contains information about the
location in the cockpit and an exact construction indicating a 16pin standard female socket with specifically spaced communication
protocols lines (Fig. 1).
Vehicle manufacturers have several communication ports at
their disposal, but in most cases only one is used. Each of them has a
position defined in the norm, which means that some of the 16 pins
are reserved. The remaining pins, not specified in the aforementioned
standard, allow for authorized use by producers [29].
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the diagnostic connector in the vehicle [28]

The on-board diagnostic system after making the connection
provides 9 operating modes defined in the SAE J1979 standard [30].
Each of the possible modes is responsible for providing a different
type of data (Table 1).
Table 1. Working modes of OBD-II [30] [own study]
Mode

Description

01

Current drive diagnostic data and system information

02

Frozen frame information (saved information
at the time of failure)

03

Error codes

04

Erase diagnostic information

05

Request for oxygen sensor monitor test results

06

The results of discontinuous monitors tests

07

The results of continuous monitors tests

08

The control over the diagnostic system

09

Read information about the vehicle

Considering the scope and objectives of the article, the most
important one to be discussed is the first mode, because it allows
access to the data of the propulsion system in real time.
The defined list of identification numbers used for data exchange
provides software developers with some important information
that allows them to interpret the received values appropriately.
The first of the available identification numbers specified by the
“00” code allows obtaining information on the numbers that can
be used. The answer returned by the OBD-II system does not have
a defined formula for decoding the result, because it requires a
different interpretation of the value obtained. The number of
bytes returned by the system in the case of such a query is always
4. By decoding the received bytes to the hexadecimal form, we
get a string that once again should be decoded. Each subsequent
character of the hexadecimal value stored in binary form allows to
determine whether the given identification number, starting from
the first, is available for reading.
It is good practice to start diagnostics from checking the
availability of identification numbers. This allows determining
whether the app is correctly connected to the vehicle and do not
send unnecessary commands to the system, thus increasing the
expectations of others. For most of the other parameters included
in the list, short formulas are defined that do not require such
in-depth decoding. The exact number of returned bytes only
makes it easier to properly decode values and substitute them for
the formula. Clearly defined descriptions and values allow users
to create their own prototype libraries to communicate with the
system.
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3.2. The ELM327 interface
There are several types of interfaces available to connect with
the vehicle. However, the most popular is the specified ELM327
interface created by ELM Electronics [31]. It gained its popularity
thanks to the ability to communicate with all protocols defined for
the OBD-II system. The first available interfaces communicated
with the software via the RS232 port, which was located on older
computers. However, the constantly evolving technology and high
demand led to the creation of three more versions: via USB port,
Bluetooth module and WiFi. The number and type of possible
configuration types allow for data exchange with virtually any
device available on the market.
The big advantage of the ELM327 interface is the fact that in
the absence of any interaction it can go into a low-power sleep
mode. In addition, communication interfaces connected to the port
and using the Bluetooth and WiFi module due to their ergonomic
design do not disturb the driver in driving a car.

4. Driver support application
This application is designed for mobile devices working under
the control of the Android operating system [32]. First time, this
system was presented in October 2008. Thanks to the Google
Inc. Android has become, over time, the most popular operating
system for mobile devices, with a market share of 82%. The last
release of Android is version 7 called Nougat, and Marshmallow
and Lollipop are the most popular so far.

4.1. The project assumptions
To correctly design the application, functional requirements
(Table 2) and non-functional requirements (Table 3) were initially
defined.
Table 2. Functional requirements [own study]
No.

Description

FR1

Data exchange between vehicle and smartphone

FR2

Establishing a connection with the vehicle

FR3

Analysis of selected parameters

FR4

Display of parsed and received parameters on a user
friendly interface, with the possibility of change

FR5

A possibility of turning off audible notifications for
gearshifting

FR6

Saving vehicle profile to database

FR7

Establishing a re-connection at unexpected disconnection
of devices

Table 3. Non-functional requirements [own study]
No.

Description

NFR1

Device running Android 4.2 or later

NFR2

Device equipped with Bluetooth module

NFR3

ELM327 interface connected to diagnostic port on the
vehicle
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For proper data exchange between the vehicle and the mobile
GHYLFHWKH2%',,-DYD$3,>@OLEUDU\ZDVXVHG7KHOLEUDU\
DOVRSURYLGHVIXQFWLRQDOLWLHVWKDWDOORZIRUSURSHUFRQ¿JXUDWLRQ
RIWKHFRQQHFWLRQZLWKWKH(/0LQWHUIDFHWKXVHQDEOLQJWKH
establishment of appropriate forms of messages transferred from
the interface to the application.
Unfortunately, some data downloaded from the diagnostic port
are not legible for the user of the vehicle. An example of it is the
parameter returning the value of the air mass flow sensor. However,
this value together with other available values allow to obtain
knowledge about the current fuel consumption in the vehicle and
allow to calculate the average combustion [34]:
(1)
where: VSS - the current vehicle speed obtained from the
diagnostic port, MAF - the value of the air mass flow sensor from
the diagnostic port. The calculated MPG value shows the amount
of fuel burned in gallons per mile. In order to adjust the format
to European requirements, the value of 235.21 is divided by the
MPG, thanks to which we get a result in liters per 100 km.
The application also allows indicating the current gear while
the vehicle is moving. The application uses two parameters for
this: vehicle speed and engine speed. Then, in the process of
calibration the application, a constant value for each gear is calculated
independently. The ability of the gears’ calibration allows using
the application in many vehicles. This functionality also allows
monitoring the time of moving in a given gear, as well as suggesting
a change of gear to a higher or lower, at a specific engine speed. In
the application, it was assumed to suggest a lower gear if the engine
speed for a given gear drops below 1,400 rpm or 1,200 rpm for
second gear. The suggestion of switching on the higher gear always
takes place at the same level, 2,500 rpm. All parameters provided
by the application are arranged on several screens, thus ensuring
readability and the ability to change the interface depending on the
driving mode.
Each suggestion of changing the gear beyond a graphic notification
carries with it a sound signal, made using the ToneGenerator class
included in Android [32]. This functionality has been implemented
so that the driver does not have to pay much attention to the device
while driving, but still responds appropriately to the delivered
messages. However, it is possible to disable this notification in case it
becomes too persistent for the user.
The application allows saving the profile of a given vehicle to
the local database [35] in the phone’s memory. A database contains
one table that stores data of the VIN number of the vehicle, type of
fuel, number of gears and calibration of individual gears. The main
key of the table is the column containing the name of the vehicle
profile entered by the user.
The last of the defined functional requirements is the possibility
of automatic connection with the module plugged into the diagnostic
port, in case the connection was interrupted without user
intervention.
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4.2. The application structure
The application structure is based on eight packages with 21
classes:
• Activity – contains one class, the main activity of the whole
application,
• Database – there is a class responsible for exchanging data
with the database,
• Fragments – a package containing all classes that provide
particular views in the application,
• Interfaces – a package containing interfaces that ensure
communication between fragments and the main Activity class,
• Model – here is a class containing the object of vehicle,
• OBD2 – the package responsible for establishing a connection
and exchanging data with the vehicle,
• Services – there is a class responsible for the Bluetooth
module,
• Utils – package of classes’ auxiliary in the application
operation.
The only class included in the Activity package is MainActivity.
This class has an implemented SectionsPagerAdapter inheriting from
FragmentPageAdapter responsible for loading individual fragments
into subsequent application screens. In addition, the main task of the
MainActivity class is to provide fragments, through the implemented
BroadcastReceiver, with information received from the service class
and processing diagnostic data.
The next package is Database. The DatabaseAdapter class is
included in it and it is responsible for creating a database in case it
does not exist and for opening or closing a connection to a database.
This class also provides methods used to remove or add new vehicle
profiles.
The next package is the largest one. Fragments included in it
define each of the available screens in the application. There are 10
classes that describe the views in the application.
The project also includes Interfaces and Model packages.
The first one contains the ComunicateFragment interface used
to communicate between the Fragments extending it and the
MainActivity class. The Model package includes the Vehicle class,
in which, at the moment of establishing the connection, data on
available identification numbers from the diagnostic port, type of
fuel, constants calculated for each gear, as well as distance traveled
and average fuel consumption are stored.
A few of the most important classes are in the OBD2 package. The
package contains 4 classes: two of them (CustomCommandOBD
and PidOBD) are not currently used, but they were created for
further development of the project. The most important classes are
TransferConfigOBD and TransferDataOBD. Both of them act on a
separate thread at the time of the operation, thus causes that the
thread of the main application is not overloaded. They are started
from the level of the BluetoothService service class. The first one
is responsible for correctly configuring the diagnostic interface
connected to the vehicle and establishing a connection with it, while
the second one is activated when the first connection is successful.
TransferDataOBD is a class that is responsible for sending, receiving
and analyzing received data.
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Another of the most important elements is the Services package
which contains the BluetoothService class. This class is responsible
for initiating and supervising the connection to the diagnostic
device. This class allows the application to react properly when it
is minimized. The service class informs the application when the
status of the Bluetooth module changes.
Utils is the last package. The MessageUtil and StaticValues
classes included in it support the operation of the application. The
first of these classes allows sending messages to the service class
from anywhere in the application code. The second one defines
constant values used during application operation.

4.3. The application’s interface
The main screen of the developed application is shown in Fig. 2.
The icons on the right side of the screen are the buttons corresponding
to the following functions: profile editing, availability of Bluetooth
module and connection with the module. The next program options
(shown at the top of the main screen) are available on the next screens,
visible by moving the current screen to the left (it is mobile application,
so user can operate it using screen of device).
Editing the vehicle profile (Fig. 3) allows inserting or changing
such data as: the fuel type of our vehicle, the number of available
gears and the revolutions thresholds for each gear. In the right part
of the screen there is a list of gears marked in green when the gear
is set up and in red when the gear is not defined yet. From this
screen user can also move to the vehicle’s profile screen (Fig. 4) by
clicking the button in the upper right corner which is managed by
the SaveVehicleProfileFragment class.

Fig. 2. The main window of developed application [own study]

Another option available on the main screen of the application
is a possibility of informing the user about the status of the
Bluetooth module together with the possibility of searching and
establishing a connection with a new device. The screen that
appears for this purpose contains a list of devices already paired
and currently searched. The DeviceListFragment dialog deals with
the management of available devices as well as the search. When
the user selects the device, the dialog notifies the service class that
automatically establishes the connection. This button has also an
informative role. Through possible visible states it indicates the
connection status - when it is not connected to the vehicle (yellow),
establishes a connection (circular ProgressBar), and green when the
connection has been established.
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The third screen of the application (Fig. 7) is implemented
by the GraphLiveFragment class and enables the display of a line
graph containing actual data on current, instantaneous combustion,
average combustion and engine speed.

Fig. 3. The profile editing [own study]

The second available screen (by moving the screens to the left)
is the view defined by the EcoLiveFragment class, which presents
information about the current vehicle speed, the number of engine
revolutions and the current gear and indications regarding its change
(Fig. 5). At the bottom of the screen there is a green button for
displaying the graphs of the percentage of gears used during the trip
and the number of indications for the suggested gear (Fig. 6).

Fig. 7. The third screen of the application [own study]

Another available screen there is a view representing the
SportLiveFragment class, displaying information about the current
throttle position and engine load. At this point, the possibility of
measuring the acceleration time on 3 sections of the road appears
(Fig. 8).

Fig. 4. Saving the profile [own study]
Fig. 8. The screen with engine data [own study]

Numerical monitoring of the connection time, distance traveled,
fuel consumption and average and instantaneous combustion of the
vehicle is presented on the fifth screen of the application (Fig. 9).

Fig. 5. The second screen of the application [own study]

Fig. 9. Trip data [own study]

All activities related to the operation of the application are
recorded in the application and they are presented on the next
screen (Fig. 10).
Fig. 6. The screen with graphs of gears used during the trip [own study]
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Table 4. Evaluation of the usability of the application by users [own
study]

Fig. 10. The activity of the application [own study]

4.4. Testing of the application
Three stages of testing the developed application were performed:
checking the correctness of the operation of defined functional
requirements, checking the demand for system resources and
verification of the application’s usefulness.
The first stage of testing was based on the developed test scenarios:
• Scenario 1 – checking the correctness of establishing a connection
with the ELM327 interface and the diagnostic port,
• Scenario 2 – checking the gear shift signaling,
• Scenario 3 – saving the vehicle profile to the database.
The application has been tested on three mobile devices:
Huawei P9Lite with Android version 6.0, Samsung Galaxy J5 with
version 6.0.1 and HTC One S with Android 4.2.
The first test scenario was carried out twice on each of the above
mentioned devices. Of the six attempts to establish a connection,
five went well and achieved the intended result in the scenario. One
of the trials for the Huawei P9Lite was unsuccessful. The error did
not result from the way the application or smartphone works. The
only diagnostic problem was the diagnostic interface returning the
wrong value for the query received. Another attempt was successful.
The second test scenario was successful on each of the tested
mobile devices. The application running on various hardware
configurations and system versions behaved correctly, respectively
signaling graphically and audibly suggested gears.
The last test was also successful. The application correctly created
a database and saved the vehicle profile for each tested smartphone.
The second stage of testing was to check the system’s demand for
system resources. Four properties were analyzed: RAM usage, CPU
usage, network connection usage, and GPU utilization. At the time
of data exchange, the application used the processor of the device
within 5%, which is a low value, not slowing down the device. The
use of RAM during application operation was within 31-33 MB.
These values mean that the developed software can work in the
background, without interfering with other enabled applications.
The last stage of testing was making the application available
to a group of 15 users who determined the usability and quality of
the application. Each participant of the study had the opportunity
to use the application throughout the day, after which he answered
the questionnaire with a few questions with a scale from 1 (very
bad) to 5 (very good). Among the surveyed users were people with
long-term driving experience and those who have recently obtained
a driving license. There were women and men in the group. The
results, being the average of all ratings, are shown in Table 4.
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Question

Rating

How do you rate the refresh rate of data? (Speed response
to change in driving value)

4.3

How do you rate the performance of the application while
recording and analyzing data?

4.7

How do you rate ease of use in the app?

4.9

How do you rate the readability of information?

4.8

How do you assess the implemented display functionality
and suggestion of gearshift?

4.6

How do you assess the implemented functionality of
current and medium fuel combustion?

4.0

Overall app rating

4.5

5. Conclusion
A mobile application to support the driver of the vehicle, in
which there is no on-board computer installed was developed. The
application analyzes vehicle parameters based on data from the
module connected to the diagnostic port. The “AutoComp” mobile
application is designed for devices with Android system. It is
characterized by a large simplicity of interface, intuitive operation
and functionality supporting the driver.
The application correctly informs the user about currently
running gear and suggests the driver change to a higher or lower
one, depending on the engine parameters read. The application
correctly calculates current and average fuel consumption in the
vehicle, thus allowing greater control of driving economy.
The developed application is characterized by a modular
structure, which allows for further development. It is possible, for
example, to implement the functionality regarding the deletion of
diagnostic errors.
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ABSTRACT
Modern safety management in rail transport determines new and interesting directions for its scientific exploration.
As a railway system is dynamic, relationships between its individual components become particularly important. A
component approach, however, has a complex dimension, due to the different categories of components that constitute
this system. The interrelations between an operator, an object and a work environment determine the safety of this
system. The operator understood as a Human Factor becomes increasingly important, even strategic in this relationship.
The purpose of the paper is to present crucial human factor assessment and management methods and determine
their comparative criteria. The paper also presents the selected possibilities of applying the given methods to specific
technical, operational and organizational solutions within the framework of the functioning safety management system
in rail transport. The paper describes an attempt to conceptualize and operationalize human factor management in rail
transport in relation to selected methods presented.

KEYWORDS: Human factor, safety management system, human error assessment methods

1. Introduction
The issue of safety in rail transport requires constant search
in the sphere of new and effective solutions. Undoubtedly, a
comprehensive approach to ensuring the expected level of safety
is important, by showing creative investment directions that aim
to protect the railway system against human errors. It should be
noted that railway undertakings are obliged to implement and
maintain safety management systems for which risk management
is obligatory. The issues of rail transport safety, risk management
and technical development issues were broadly discussed in the
works [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The application of risk management principles
in rail transport is not easy due to the complexity of transport
and maintenance processes in rail transport. It is a complex and
demanding process that demands a holistic approach based on a
very good knowledge of technical processes [2].
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Nevertheless, as regards a risk management process, railway
undertakings in the current phase of development do not fully take
into account risks resulting from human error, which often have
a repetitive nature. These activities should be a key determinant
for entities operating in the railway sector, striving to reduce risks
related to human errors in rail transport. This process should be
part of the operation of railway undertakings and their safety
management systems and be analyzed in terms of all aspects related
to railway traffic safety. A need to implement innovative system
solutions results from the number of railway occurrences caused
by the human factor. Human errors appear very often in safety
reports as key reasons for railway accidents. Polish experience, due
to a relatively new view of the risk management process related to
the occurrence of the human factor, indicates significant needs for
the implementation of innovative investments aimed at eliminating
hazards related to the human factor. These occurrences result not
only from the failure of technical systems, but also due to the poor
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psychophysical condition of an engine driver. The aim of the paper
is to present the selected methods of human factor assessment in the
context of railway traffic safety management.

2. Safety Management Systems
in rail transport and a human
factor
The indication of the importance of management processes in
rail transport results in a slightly different view of this sector than
before. It is a sector that is currently characterized by modernity,
including a range of technical innovative solutions [6], whose
operation requires the application of knowledge of management
in relation to all kinds of technical and organizational interfaces
occurring at the level of cooperation of the above systems.
The development of management issues in rail transport
can be considered as a new development of the Polish railways.
System solutions introduce order and shape an unambiguous way
of communication between various participants of railway traffic.
A uniform system of definitions, understood and used in the same
way, is developed. One can hope that the indicated regulations
and standards, as well as the increasing management culture will
strengthen and stabilize the rail transport sector in Poland.
A modern look at the problems of rail transport requires a
multidimensional approach that takes into account technological as
well as organizational and management aspects. Until now, many
solutions used in rail transport have not been strongly focused
on exposing management issues. At present, such management
methods gain special importance that take into consideration
technological aspects examined in systemic terms.
Modern safety management mechanisms in rail transport are
primarily focused on a system approach. Within the framework
of the system approach, there are relationships between particular
factors that can result in safe railway traffic. If there are no deviations
from the effective implementation of the system approach, they may
result in uncontrolled rail occurrences. As a consequence, this can
lead to railway disasters with numerous fatalities.
Within the framework of the uncontrolled system approach,
the sources of rail accidents may include SPADs.
Such occurrences and their elimination thus require a holistic
look at the railway system. It should be noted that the railway
system is a vibrating dynamic system of an open nature. According
to [7], a new approach to the openness of systems means that
the system behavior can only be understood in the context of
its environment. The world consists of interactions: “everything
depends on everything.” Everything can be divided into what
can be controlled and what cannot. This distinction enables the
operationalization of the system, its environment and boundaries.
The consequences of this principle are as follows:
1. A system is a set of interactive variables that can be controlled
by participating actors.
2. An environment is a set of variables affecting the system that
cannot be controlled.
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3. System boundaries are an arbitrary, subjective construct,
determined by the interests and level of ability and/or power,
which enables (or does not) to control interactions in it.
4. System behavior in its environment may be more or less
predictable [7].
Pluralism in systemic thinking concerns the freedom of choice
of various systemic theories, methodologies and methods, and the
creation of various combinations thereof.
Holism in systemic thinking makes it possible to use various
approaches to solving problems in a creative way in the sense that
the combinations of different system methodologies are created,
adapted to the scale and range of difficulties faced by managers in
problem- solving situations. The selection of these methodologies
and ways they are used depend on the creativity of managers.
Holistic systemic thinking seems to be what can facilitate the work
of managers [7].
A holistic view allows for anticipating and developing strategic
scenarios that will help subdue the risk of making wrong decisions.
Systemic thinking results in building a management system in the
company. A management system together with business processes,
a business model and strategy creates a certain coherent whole,
which results in an effective management platform determining
company development and growth.
Systemic thinking is related to the complexity theory, which can
be described by recalling the model of a complex adaptive system
developed by [8], in which the interrelationships between the
evolutionary approach, organization internal mechanisms and the
environment are defined [8].
In this concept, it is important to link internal mechanisms with
the business environment in relation to the assessment of cooperation
between individual entities associated with the company [9].
The conducted system analysis should ensure that railway
occurrences are not only supervised, but also multiple decisions of
a cause and effect nature are made. Thus, it is important to define
the primary causes of railway occurrences. Undoubtedly, the links
between an operator, a technical object and the work environment
determine the positive and negative effects of railway traffic. It should
be assumed in this approach that an operator having the character
of a human factor is of strategic and fundamental importance in
this relationship. A technical system can be controlled, a human
factor, however, with its complex nature, is difficult in terms of the
implementation of control mechanisms, which also determines the
strengths and weaknesses of the railway system.
When conducting a multidimensional analysis of primary
causes, the majority of them result from human errors. Thus, a key
question is how to effectively manage rail transport safety, analyzing
the behavior in the dynamic system of railway system operators,
which include engine drivers on the side of the railway carrier and
the train dispatcher on the side of the infrastructure manager.
The correlation relates, inter alia, to the time of railway
occurrences, i.e. month, day, hour and finally, they may also concern
the mechanisms of drivers’ work, taking into account the driver’s
professional life cycle, age (age range) and seniority.
The engine driver’s rest management is also of particular
importance. One of the crucial recommendations is to define and
examine driver’s rest in a 24-hour cycle. It is surprising that on the
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basis of data from the Office of Rail Transport, engine drivers that
participated in railway occurrences did not include engine drivers
who exceeded the allowable rest period between work periods.
The key conclusions defined by the Office of Rail Transport
became the source of the following recommendations:
1. Deepening the analysis of the participation of a human factor
in the SPADs,
2. Using simulators in the training of engine drivers,
3. Verifying, in the control mode, the effectiveness of the
implementation of the Safety Management System,
4. Paying attention to the issue of the theoretical and practical
training of engine drivers,
5. Implementing additional organizational and technical
resources.

Table 1. List of methods for human factor assessment [own study
based on [10]]
No.

Methods

TASK ANALYSIS METHODS
1.

(HTA) Hierarchical Task Analysis

2.

(GOMS) Goals, operators, methods and selection rules

3.

(VPA) Verbal Protocal Analysis

4.

Task Decomposition

5.

(SGT) The Sub –Goal Template Method

6.

(TTA) Tabular Task Analysis

COGNITIVE TASK ANALYSIS METHODS
7.

(CWA) Cognitive Work Analysis

8.

(ACTA) Applied Cognitive Task Analysis

3. The comparative criterion
of the selected methods of
human factor assessment in
the context of rail transport
safety

9.

Cognitive Walkthrough

When conducting a multidimensional factor analysis, attention
should be paid to the fact that the driver’s work is influenced by
numerous internal and external stimuli. Internal stimuli are focused
on stress mechanisms and work under pressure.
Human factors traditionally focus on ensuring that employees
have safe equipment easy to use and a place where they are and
where they can work efficiently.
However, the term “human factor” may also be used in a much
broader sense. The above aspect has became necessary due to the
following interrelated trends:
• Technical systems are becoming wider and more complex,
which makes it necessary to consider their impact on a much
larger working group as well as the entire organization.
• Work requires increased human knowledge and skills.
• Organizations increasingly consider employees as well as
technology as valuable investments.
Instead of focusing only on individual factors such as manequipment-work environment, it should be ensured that there is
the right balance of the organization as a whole. If the organization
effectively focuses on all human factors, both the organization and
employees benefit from this relationship. The railway sector works
best if all human factors are taken into account that can affect its
operation, that is, its safety and profitability.
Taking into account human factors in the context of knowledge
and technology:
• reduces the possibility of an error
• increases a safety margin
• reduces the potential for costly redesign
• increases the efficiency and effectiveness of training
• reduces the potential of costly staff turnover
• increases the productivity of the entire organization.
The following is a list of various methods for human factor
assessment that may be useful in rail transport.
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10.

(CDM) Critical Decision Method

11.

(CIT) Critical Incident Technique

PROCESS CHARTING METHODS
12.

Process Charts

13.

(OSD) Operation Sequence Diagrams

14.

(ETA) Event Tree Analysis

15.

(DAD) Decision Action Diagrams

16.

Fault Trees

17.

Murphy Diagrams

HUMAN ERROR IDENTIFICATION METHODS
18.

(SHERPA) The Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction
Approach

19.

(HET) Human Error Template

20.

(TRACEr) Technique for the Retrospective and Predictive
Analysis of Cognitive Errors

21.

(TAFEI) Task Analysis For Error Identification

22.

(HAZOP) Human Error

23.

(THEA) The Technique for Human Error Assessment

24.

(HEIST) Human Error Identification in Systems tool

25.

(HERA) The Human Error and Recovery Assessment Framework

26.

(SPEAR) System for Predictive Error Analysis and Reduction

27.

(HEART) Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique

28.

(CREAM) Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method

29.

(SPAR-H) Human reliability analysis method

SITUATION AWARENESS ASSESSMENT METHODS
30.

(SA) Requirements Analysis

31.

(SAGAT) Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique

32.

(SART) Situation Awareness Rating Technique

33.

(SA-SWORD) Situation Awareness Subjective Workload
Dominance

34.

SALSA

35.

(SACRI) Situation Awareness Control Room Inventory

36.

(SARS) Situation Awareness Rating Scales

37.

(SPAM) Situation Present Assessment Method
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38.

(MARS) Mission Awareness Rating Scale

81.

Mission Analysis

39.

(SABARS) Situation Awareness Behavioral Rating Scale

82.

Scenario Based Design

40.

(CARS) Crew Awareness Rating Scale

83.

Task-Centred System Design

41.

(C-SAS) Cranfield Situation Awareness Scale

PERFORMANCE TIME PREDICTION METHODS

42.

Propositional Networks

84.

(CPA) Multimodal Critical Path Analysis

MENTAL WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT METHODS

85.

(KLM) Keystroke Level Model

43.

Primary and Secondary Task Performance Measures

86.

Timeline Analysis

44.

Physiological Measures

45.

(NASA TLX) NASA Task Load Index

46.

(MCH) Modified Cooper Harper Scales

47.

(SWAT) Subjective Workload Assessment Technique

48.

(SWORD) Subjective Workload Dominance Technique

49.

(DRAWS) DRA Workload Scales

50.

(MACE) Malvern Capacity Estimate

51.

Workload Profile Technique

52.

Bedford Scales

53.

(ISA) Instantaneous Self-Assessment

54.

(CTLA) Cognitive Task Load Analysis

55.

(SWAT) Subjective Workload Assessment Technique

56.

Pro-SWORD – Subjective Workload Dominance Technique

TEAM ASSESSMENT METHODS
57.

(BOS) Behavioral Observation Scales

58.

(CUD) Comms Usage Diagram

59.

(CDA) Co-ordination Demands Analysis

60.

(DRX) Decision Requirements Exercise

61.

(GTA) Groupware Task Analysis

62.

HTA(T) Hierarchical Task Analysis for Teams:

63.

TCTA) Team Cognitive Task Analysis

64.

(SNA) Social Network Analysis

65.

Questionnaires for Distributed Assessment of Team Mutual
Awareness

66.

(TTA) Team Task Analysis

67.

Team Workload Assessment

68.

Task and Training

INTERFACE ANALYSIS METHODS
69.

Checklists

70.

Heuristic Analysis

71.

Interface Surveys

72.

Link Analysis

73.

Layout Analysis

74.

Repertory Grid Analysis

75.

(SUMI) Software Usability Measurement Inventory

76.

(SUS) System Usability Scale

77.

User Trials

78.

Walkthrough Analysis

DESIGN METHODS
79.

Allocation of Function Analysis

80.

Focus Groups
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4. The assessment of human
errors by means of selected
methods and safety
management in rail transport
Human error is a complex construct to which considerable
attention should be paid in terms of a human factor. Human error
has been consistently identified as a factor contributing to a large
number of railway occurrences in complex, dynamic systems. In
the area of rail transport, human error was identified as the cause
of nearly half of all collisions taking place in the UK rail network
in 2002-2003 [11]. Although human error has been analyzed since
the appearance of this discipline, research into this construct
only increased in the late 1970s and early 1980s in response to a
number of high profile disasters, in which human error occurred.
Human error is formally defined as “ all those occasions in which
a planned sequence of mental or physical activities fails to achieve
its intended outcome, and when these failures cannot be attributed
to the intervention of some chance agency” [12].
Twelve main causes of human errors were identified Within
the framework of the human factor assessment. The “Dirty Dozen”
contains a number of factors that are the subject of a thorough
analysis of the “human factor” [13].
Table 2. “Dirty Dozen” – a list of 12 basic human errors leading to
incidents or accidents [13]
No.

Problem

Solution

1.

Lack of communication errors and interference in
the information flow.

• Use logs, spreadsheets, etc.
to communicate and remove
doubts
• Talk about what has been left to
do or what has been completed

2.

Complacency - certainty
resulting from long-term
experience combined
with the loss of awareness
of existing threats, often
caused by repetitive
activities and tedious work.

• Never assume anything

3.

Lack of knowledge - lack
of clarity or certainty in
understanding something

• Get the appropriate training
• Use current manuals
• Ask a competent person

Distraction - caused, for
example, by distraction,
confusion, mental chaos.

• Stay focused at the end of work
• Mark where you finished your
work
• Check twice
• After returning to work, always
commence three steps back
• Use a detailed control card

4.
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No.

Problem

5.

Lack of teamwork inconsistent effort of a
group of people caused,
for example, by a lack of a
sense of shared purpose,
fear of showing managers
mistakes made by
others, an inappropriate
leadership style or an
inappropriate way of
communicating

Solution

• Discuss how to do the job
• Make sure everyone understands
and agrees

6.

Fatigue - it is ignored,
because until it is
excessive, man does not
realize it.

• Be aware of the symptoms and look
for them in yourself
• Plan to avoid complex tasks when
you are tired, e.g. at the end of a
shift
• Ask others to check your work

7.

Lack of resources - no
tools or materials;
outdated documentation,
improper conditions

• Check suspicious areas at the
beginning of the inspection and
check the availability of parts
• Know all sources available

8.

Pressure - caused by the
pressure of superiors or
colleagues, lack of time,
incorrect setting of tasks

• Express your fears
• Ask for additional help
• Just say „no”

9.

Lack of assertiveness
- lack of the ability to
refuse to perform a task
resulting, for example,
from lack of confidence,
anxiety or complexes.

• Deny compromise

10.

Stress - nervousness
caused by e.g.: time
pressure, a new
methodology, change
in the scope of tasks,
competition or private
factors.

• Be aware of how stress can affect
your work
• Determine a rational course of
action
• Take time off or at least rest. Discuss
your problem with someone
• Ask colleagues to monitor your
work

11.

Lack of awareness - the
incorrect assessment of
possible consequences
of action caused by
e.g.: pressure, lack of
experience or lack of
knowledge

• Think about what can happen in
case of emergency
• Check if your work will interfere
with an existing modification or
repair
• Ask others if they see any problem
with their work

12.

Norms –most people’s
acceptance of deviations
from instructions as
norms facilitating work.

• Always follow the instructions or
change the instructions
• Be aware that „norms” are not
always right

5. The HFCAS model - the
Human Factors Analysis and
Classification System
In many cases, human factors were the main causes of railway
accidents. The Human Factors Analysis and Classification System
(HFACS) is the core of the classification modified based on the
Swiss cheese model by [17]. Initially, the analysis and classification
of pilot errors in maritime aviation accidents and incidents was
proposed. The HFACS structure sheds new light on the definition
of “holes” in cheese slices, specifying in detail the classification of
hazardous activities, preliminary conditions for dangerous activities,
dangerous behavior and organizational influences, so that they can
be conveniently applied in practice. Clear hierarchies that contain
supervisory and management factors make the HFACS framework
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available to fully deal with human problems in accidents. In addition,
the HFACS framework is able to investigate the possible causes
of accidents of varying complexity. In recent years, the HFACS
framework has been extensively introduced into civil aviation and
other areas to investigate human error in accidents due to their high
reliability [14].
The HFACS has been developed to provide a structure based
on theory to analyze and classify errors made by the operator in
accidents. As mentioned above, the “Swiss cheese model” presents
errors resulting from holes at four levels of the organization, starting
with the operator, through the system to organizational conditions.
According to the model, operator’s failures combine with hidden
factors in the organization that lead to an accident. Active factors
include operator actions and decisions taken just before the
accident/incident and have traditionally been most frequently cited
as the cause of the accident/incident. Hidden factors (decisions or
conditions) have often existed for years and are not often directly
associated with an accident/incident. They are not often identified
as a safety issue, unless they are thoroughly examined [15].
Four levels of the HFACS are dangerous activities, preliminary
conditions for dangerous activities, dangerous supervision and
organizational influences.
Historically, the HFACS was mainly used to analyze the data
available during the investigation of accidents/ incidents. However,
the HFACS was designed to also conduct investigations of accidents/
incidents to support the collection of information related to human
factors in the first place. The use of the theoretically controlled system
of human error classification to investigate accidents /incidents has
many potential benefits [15]:
• it provides a coherent and formal structure for collecting and
analyzing accident/incident data.
• it ensures that reaching the outcome is systematic and accurate,
ensuring that all levels of the system are examined.
• it counteracts the heuristics and deviations that researchers
can contribute to the investigation.
• it enables the comparison of the causes of accidents/incidents
in various industries that use the HFACS to support their
research and analysis.
The HFACS method can be used to collect and analyze
accident/incident data due to the fact that it is diagnostic, reliable
and comprehensive, based on the widely accepted model (GEMS)
of human error in work systems. The method has been successfully
applied in other domains (e.g. air traffic control [16] and military
operations) [17] and can also be used in rail transport due to the
general nature of terminology.
More importantly, the HFACS structure seems to be a useful tool
to capture all relevant data on human rail factors. Failures have been
identified at all levels of the framework, providing strong support for
a systemic approach to a cause and effect relationship [18].

5.1. The SHELL model
The SHELL model is a tool used to analyze relationships
between people and other elements of the workplace. The SHELL
model contains the following four components:
• Software (S) - procedures, training, support, etc.,
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• Hardware (H) - machinery and equipment,
• Environment (E) - work environment,
• Liveware (L) - people in the workplace.
In the center of the SHELL model there is “Liveware”,
meaning people directly involved in activities. They show, despite
their adaptation skills, considerable variation in their activities.
Cooperation between various environmental factors functions at
different levels. It is necessary to analyze the effects of disturbances
in relationships between different SHELL structures in this method
and the main factor of “Liveware”. It allows for avoiding tensions
that could adversely affect human activities. The other factors of the
model must be carefully adjusted to people. The mismatch between
man and the other four contributes to human error.

5.2. Eye tracking
Eye tracking is a research method in which a device called an eye
tracker is used to track the eye movement of the person examined.
Even small eye tracking data are collected using a remote or headmounted “eye tracker” connected to a computer. There are many
different types of non-invasive eye trackers, but they usually contain
two common elements: a light source and a camera. The camera
tracks the reflection of the light source with visible eye features, such
as the pupil. These data are used to extrapolate the rotation of the
eye and ultimately the direction of the gaze. Additional information,
such as the blink rate and changes in the pupil diameter, are also
detected by the eye tracking device. Analyzing the movement of
the eye, eye tracking allows for determining information about the
position of the eyeball at a given moment and to indicate the point
of fixation (focus) of the eyesight. This study allows us to determine
how people react to a given object, what the recipient focuses on
and what information goes unnoticed.

5.3. Pointing and Calling
Pointing and Calling is a method that aims to improve activities
ensuring work safety. It improves the state of mind and concentration
through the coordination of the sense organs, including vision, brain
and consciousness, body movements, inducing and hearing. Pointing
and Calling was developed in Japan to strengthen employees’
concentration, their awareness and accuracy at work, thus reducing
the number of negligence, errors or misunderstandings related to
accidents. In the pointing and calling method there is interaction and
co-reaction between the operator’s brain, eyes, hands, mouth and ears.
Not only seeing, but also pointing, and sometimes observing, allow
for avoiding negligence and help stay focused. In the case of simple
tasks (and most of these tasks are relatively simple), this technique
reduces errors by almost 85%. The number of accidents in Japanese
rail transport has decreased by 30%, making train travel in Japan the
most reliable and safest train journey in the world.

6. Conclusion
The dynamic development of rail transport in Poland requires
a holistic look based on the use of many good and tested patterns
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of conduct from other, more developed economies of the world.
This applies to both technological and management aspects. It is
particularly important, however, when defining the prognostic
and planning assumptions resulting from ensuring an acceptable
level of safety and risk in rail transport. In Polish conditions, many
decisions are taken in the context of neutralizing the adverse
effects of railway accidents or disasters. The complexity of the
issue is important, as the human factor functions in the context
of a dynamic environment. Thus, the interaction between these
components determines rail traffic safety or its lack. It is important
to look for cause and effect relationships and correlation between
these components using the methods of human factor assessment
in rail transport.
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ABSTRACT
Movement of trains on the railway network, due to the need to conduct them in a smooth, safe and stable manner,
must be properly structured. This arrangement is defined as the organization of railway traffic. One of the significant
problems associated with the organization of traffic is the construction of the timetable. Timetable should be
constructed in such a way as to avoid blockages mainly before operating control points. It can not be allowed to
occur that the train will wait for the preceding train to release the platform edge. During building the mathematical
models supporting the construction of the timetable should therefore take into account this problem. The article
presents selected elements of the mathematical model of timetable construction of the passenger trains, taking into
account the problem of the perimeter edges allocation. The formal record of the model, the input data necessary
for its operation and the sought values were presented. Boundary conditions and indicators for the quality of the
solution have been discussed. An example of model works on real data.

KEYWORDS: railway traffic, organization, train timetable, platform edges

1. Introduction
The movement of trains on the railway network, due to the
specificity of this mode of transport, must be properly organized.
With the movement of trains involves a number of organizational
issues and in particular: determining the order of trains on open
lines, determining travel times, determining open line time spacing
and station time spacing, determining overtaking and crossing
places, determining the types of train sets necessary to perform
tasks and their parameters, determining the division of tasks and
other.
The above allows to conclude that the problem of railway
traffic is a complex decision problem. This is determined not only
by the participation of a wide spectrum of participants but also by
the technical and operational conditions. In order to meet all these
requirements, proper organization of railway traffic is necessary
[24, 29, 33, 35]. The proper organization of railway traffic requires
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a number of activities resulting from legal conditions [10].
Among the elements of the railway traffic organization can be
distinguished (Fig. 1):
• determining the amount of transport demand - how many
passengers and / or what amount of cargo (traffic flow) is to
be transported in specific relations and at what time (this
activity is carried out by the railway undertaking based on the
market analysis),
• determining the routes of communication lines (routes of
transport) - determination of routes which will be used to
move traffic flow and allocation of train composition to service,
frequency of running and leading hours,
• construction of the graphic train timetable - scheduling of the
movement of individual trains in time and in space,
• train traffic plan on the railway network - designation of tracks
on open lines and operating control posts, on which trains will
move and places where stops will be carried out,
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• rolling stock movement plan on the railway network allocation of traction vehicles and train sets to train (circulation
of locomotives and train sets),
• work plan for train and traction crew - allocation of trains to
the traction crew, as well as the train crew,
• shunting work plan and operating support facilities - assigning
shunting crews to each station together with shunting
locomotives, as well as preparing a plan for servicing traction
vehicles and wagons by maintenance facilities.

Fig. 1. Research problems of the railway traffic organization [own
study based on [10]]

As it results from the above, the organization of railway
traffic is conditioned by many technical, organizational and legal
factors. A railway work plan, which is a train timetable, is a very
important element of the railway transport organization [4, 35].
It is created based on the graphic train timetable. It is the basis
for the development of: train traffic and rolling stock plan on the
railway network, a plan for the work of train and traction crews, as
well as a shunting work plan and a maintenance base.
Timetables should be constructed in such a way as to avoid traffic
congestion mainly in front of traffic stations. It cannot be allowed to
occur that the train will wait for the preceding train to release the
platform edge. Building the mathematical models supporting the
construction of the timetable should therefore take into account this
problem. The article presents selected elements of the mathematical
model of constructing the timetable of passenger trains, taking into
account the problem of the platform edges allocation. The formal
record of the model, the input data necessary for its operation and
the decision variables were presented. Boundary conditions and
indicators for the quality of the solution assessment have been
discussed. In addition, an example of using the model to develop a
timetable for a selected railway line in Poland was presented.

2. Decision problems of the train
timetable construction
The construction of a train timetable is one of the important
areas of railway traffic organization. A number of decision
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problems are related to the construction. The first of these is the
choice of the type of timetable that will be best suited to the needs
of passengers and customers sending / receiving loads. There are
many divisions of train timetables in the literature. Among the
basic types can be distinguished:
• periodic timetables [35] – in which trains in certain directions
began with a fixed end of minutes, unchanged throughout the
day,
• symmetric timetables [22] – in which trains arrive at a specified
end of minutes to the given station, whereas they are began
in the same direction at a specified end of minutes located in
relation to a fixed axis of symmetry,
• cyclic timetables [6, 21, 23] – in which trains in a given
direction are began in a fixed cycle, e.g. every 30 minutes,
• integrated cyclic timetables [9] – in which trains of different
categories in a given direction are began in a fixed cycle, e.g.
every 30 minutes.
During constructing the timetable it should be noted that
various types of conditions resulting from the specificity of traffic,
e.g. in the case of High Speed Railway, should be adapted to the
demand and the extended braking distances should be taken into
account [35]. This forces the need for larger security buffers.
It should be noted that a well-designed train timetable must
enable the provision of services at an appropriate level [28]. In the
literature, the most important features of the timetable are indicated:
• stability at the level of the open line [36] – timetable should
have guaranteed to be easy to return to the equilibrium (basic
timetable) after the disturbance on the open line,
• stability at the level of the station [37] – timetable should
have guaranteed to be easy to return to the equilibrium (basic
timetable) after the disturbance on the station,
• synchronization [38] – timetable should take into account
the relevant connection between trains of different railway
undertakings and different categories,
• taking restrictions into account [39] – timetable should take
into account all restrictions from both infrastructure and
superstructure elements as well as from the demand of service
buyers and service providers,
• punctuality [36] – timetable should enable traffic to be carried
out in a punctual manner,
• resistance [40] – timetable should be constructed in such a
way as to be immune to disturbances at both the station and
the open line,
• nominal [40] – timetable must contain mechanisms that
would make it immune to interference.
Organization of rail traffic is primarily a proper management
of railway traffic. The train timetable is a tool dedicated to railway
traffic management. The timetable determines the organization of
transport services in a planned, timely and economical manner,
ensuring convenient connections, traffic safety and regular
communication service. In the literature on the subject, the basic
functions of timetables are [13, 14]:
• planning function - timetable allows for adjust the intensity of
the transport service to the flow of passengers and cargo, that
is, variable transport tasks and permanent and temporary
needs in the horizon of usually one year,
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• schedule function - timetable allows for adjust the dates of
running trains and the number of stops to the volume of
transport needs,
• concretizing function - timetable allows for concretization
of conditions and transport possibilities, such as train set
circulation, determination of transport routes etc.,
• coordinating function - establishing communications between
individual trains and other means of transport at stations and
between individual trains on a given railway line,
• organizational function - organizing the work of railways and
employee teams that support the movement process and the
impact on the external surroundings of rail transport - regular
communication favours the urbanization process,
• railway traffic management function [8, 9, 20, 26, 27] – enabling
traffic control.
Train timetable is the basis for the development of many
documents necessary for the proper functioning of the railway,
including [11]:
• work schedules for both traction and train crews [1], [30],
• locomotive circulation [12],
• other traction and non-traction vehicles circulation [32],
• transport of loaded and empty cars [15],
• allocation of platform edges at stations [5, 7].
As mentioned above, the subject of the article is the construction
of the timetable, taking into account the problem of the allocation of
platform edges at individual stations, and especially at the beginning
and final stations. This problem can be defined as assigning stop of
specific train to a particular platform edge in a particular operating
control point. When solving this problem, it should be ensured that
trains run as far as possible at maximum speeds and that there is no
situation that reduces the flow of traffic.
There are a limited number of platform edges at the stations
which may cause the next train to be forced to stop for the previous
one to release its edge. This situation is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Elements of the mathematical
model of the train timetable
construction
3.1. Parts of the mathematical model of the
train timetable construction
The model of the train timetable construction (MKRJ) was
prepared in accordance with the approach used for modelling
transport systems described inter alia in the works [1, 2, 16, 17, 18,
19, 25, 31, 34]. It contains the following elements:
• structure of the railway network located in the selected area
(GK) i.e. point elements of the railway transport infrastructure
WK – operating control posts and expeditionary points and
linear elements NOLK – connection between operating control
posts and expeditionary points:
GK = <WK, NOLK>
(1)
• characteristics of elements of the railway network structure
located in a selected area (FK) – characteristics of expeditionary
points FWK among others average stop time in the point, the
ability to finish and begin the run, the number of tracks at
the operating control point, the number of holding tracks
at the begin / final station and the characteristics of section
of railway lines FNOLK (and open lines FSZL) – including
travel time, length of the section:
FK = <FWK, FNOLK, FSZL>
(2)
• demand for transport matrix - volume of transport tasks
(ZP):
ZP(t,kpc) >]S WNSFZNZN @WKXWK
where zp(t, kpc, wk, wk')1WTkpcKPCwk, wk' WK

(3)

• train categories (KPC) /kpc, kpc’ – category number, KPC –
number of categories /:
KPC = {kpc:kpc = 1, ..., kpc', ..., KPC}
(4)
• periods for which the day has been divided (T) /t, t’ – period
number, T – number of periods/:
Fig. 2. The problem of the lack of free platform edge [own study]

There are a limited number of holding tracks at the final
stations, which may cause the next train to be forced to occupy for
a long time platform edge while waiting for the hold track to be
released. This situation is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The problem of the lack of free hold tracks [own study]
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T = {t:t = 1, ..., t', ..., T}

(5)

• types of train sets that can run on the analysed area of the
railway network - cars and traction vehicles (TP) /tp, tp’ –
train set number, TP – number of train sets/:
(6)
TP = {t:t = 1, ..., t', ..., TP}
• transport offer (OP),
• graphic train timetable (WR).
Bearing in mind the above model MKRJ can be represented
as ordered eight:
MKRJ = <GK, FK, ZP, KPC, T, TP, OP, WR>
(7)
where:
GK – structure of the railway network,
FK – characteristics of elements of the railway network,
ZP – demand for transport volume,
KPC – train categories,
T
– periods for which the day has been divided,
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TP –
OP –
WR –

types of train sets,
transport offer,
graphic train timetable.

Therefore, in order to construct a train timetable it is necessary
to know the structure of the railway network GK located in the
analysed area and its characteristics FK, data on the transport
needs ZP, division into categories of trains KPC and periods of
day T, types of trainsets TP possible to use and transport offer OP
and graphic train timetable WR.

3.2. Optimization task of timetable
construction
Formulation of the optimization task of the train timetable
construction can be presented as follows:
For the data specified in point 3.1
determine the values of decision variables:
• z(lk) on the interpretation of the use of the communication
line number lk (lk  LK) for passenger transport /LK – set of
communication lines/:
Z = [z(lk): z(lk)  {0,1}, lk  LK]
(8)
• znp(a) on the interpretation of the amount of transport
demand for a given communication line with the number a (a
 A) /A – set of communication lines whose beginning and
end is at the point where trains can finish and begin running/:
ZNP = [znp(a): znp(a)N, where aA]
(9)
• x(a,tp,flkom(a),poc(a),gw(poc(a),wk),t,kpc) on the interpretation
of the assignment for communication lines with numbers lk
(lkLK): vehicle type with number tp (tp TP) to service and
frequency of running flkom(a) for a specific category of trains kpc
(kpcKPC) in a given period t (tT):

(10)

additionally:
• set of train numbers POC(a) to be run on a specific
communication line a (a  A),
• for each train poc(a) suggested time - gw(poc(a),wk) of its
start from the beginning point is indicated,
• y(lr(poc(a))) on the interpretation of compliance with the
principles of safe and smooth running of railway traffic and
the maximum fulfilment of the needs of participants of the
transport process placing on the graphic train timetable
lr(poc(a)) related to train poc(a):
(11)
additionally:
• timetable for the train marked with the number rj(poc(a))
developed for the communication line a (a  A),
under constraints:
• each communication line for each category of trains and all
periods of the day should be served by the specified train set
with a specific frequency,
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• the number of trains of a given type allocated for servicing all
communication lines of all categories during all periods of the
day must be lower than or equal to the number of trains of a
given type owned by the railway undertaking,
• the volume of the passenger flow to be transported in direct
relations over a given communication line must be less than
or equal to the supply of seats on this line,
• the volume of the passenger flow to be transported in direct
relations over a given communication line of a particular
category of trains must be smaller than or equal to the flow to
be transported from the starting point to the final point,
• the volume of the passenger flow to be transported in direct
relations over a given communication line must be non-negative,
• the scheduled speed on a given section should be the minimum
of: the maximum speed for the section and the speed allowed
for the train set,
• the length of the train set should not be longer than the
maximum length of the train set of each category allowed for
a given section of the railway line,
• the train set length should not be longer than the maximum
length of the train set of individual categories allowed for a
given expeditionary points,
• running frequency on the communication line must be between the
minimum and maximum frequency values for the communication
line,
• proposed start time for trains of different categories should
be different,
• number of trains at a given node at a given moment can not
exceed the number of available platform edges,
• number of trains terminating at a particular node at a given
moment can not exceed the number of holding tracks at the
disposal,
• initial node on the graphic timetable (symbolizing the moment
the train appears on the graphic timetable) for a given train
poc(a) can have only one outgoing state,
• for the intermediate node on the graphic timetable (symbolizing
the moment of the train state change on the graphic timetable)
for a given train the number of incoming states must be equal
to the number of outgoing states,
• end node on the graphic timetable (symbolizing the moment
the train disappears on the graphic timetable) for a given train
can have only one incoming state,
• for each vertex the difference between the arrival of the next
train and the departure time of the train must be greater than
or equal to the length of the station time spacing,
• for each vertex, the moment of departure of the next train
must be greater than or equal to the departure time of the train
increased by the length of the open line time spacing,
• for each vertex being a place where trains can end and start
running, the difference between the departure of the next
train and the arrival time of the train should be greater than
or equal to the time of communication for the node,
• the number of trains on the route should not exceed the sum
of the number of intervals to which the sections constituting
this open line are divided,
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in order to criteria functions in form:
• F1(Z) – quality assessment index of the solution describing
the minimization of the length of communication lines lk /
dlk(lk) – length of communication lines/:
(12)
• F2(ZNP) – quality assessment index of the solution describing
the volume of transported demand on all communication
lines and all categories of the trains kpc and in all periods of
the day t without the need to change:
(13)
• F3(X) – the quality assessment index of the solution describing
the amount of operating costs ko(tp) related to the running of
trains poc(a) supported by train sets tp along communication
lines a with length
:
(14)
• F4(X) – the quality assessment index of the solution describing
the number of trains of different types tp needed to service
trains of different categories kpc in all periods of the day t /
nolk – number of the railway line section, NOLK – set of
sections of the railway line, lhlkom(a) – number of running
hours on the communication line, tj(nolk,tp) – travel time of
the section nolk by train set type tp, tpost(wk,kpc) – average
stopping time in point wk of train with category kpc/:

(15)

• F5(Y) – the quality assessment index of the solution describing
total duration tj(lr(poc(a))) of states lr(poc(a)) of trains poc(a)
for a given communication line a:
•
(16)
achieve extreme values.

4. Algorithm of solution and case
study
4.1. The algorithm for solving the problem of
train timetable construction
To develop a model of the timetable construction should be:
• define and parameterize the area for which the train timetable
will be prepared,
• develop a transport offer:
• determine the amount of transport demand,
• determine the routes of communication lines, which will
be considered within the area and should be parameterized
accordingly,
• determine the number of passengers on individual
communication lines,
• define and parameterize train sets that can be used in a
specific area,
• determine the characteristics for communication lines in terms
of the needs and possibilities of their operation by individual
train sets,
• determine the parameters of the train sets directed to
service a specific communication line,
• assign the frequency of running set in the previous step
train composition over the communication line,
• develop proposals for train numbers to be run and preferred
hours of their start from the first expeditionary point,
• develop a graphic train timetable (apply the developed
transport offer to train timetable):
• set out exploitation points where trains can end and start
running and where stops will take place,
• determine the stop times of trains at individual exploitation
points and the travel time between individual exploitation
points,
• specify the values of the times that are necessary for the
proper construction of the graphic timetable (including
crossing time, time spacing etc.),
• determine the train numbers that will run over the area
covered by the construction of graphic timetable,
• define priorities for running trains on the railway network,
• put on the canvas of graphic train timetable,
• eliminate collisions of train paths on graphic timetable (if
there are),
• determine for each exploitation points the arrival and
departure times of individual trains.

4.2. Case study of train timetable construction
For the purpose of this article, the train timetable for the
railway line 326: Wrocław Psie Pole - Trzebnica was developed. The
research was carried out using the proprietary BEERJ application.
For the needs of the research, it was assumed that:
• the line is not electrified,
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• passenger traffic will be carried out on the section Wrocław
Psie Pole - Trzebnica,
• execution of passenger transport: Koleje Dolnośląskie company
using railway buses,
• it was assumed that trains may end and start running at
exploitation points: Wrocław Psie Pole and Trzebnica,
• it was assumed that a small number of passengers will choose
railway transport for daily travel,
• during manually adjusting of train paths in the graphic
timetable to the needs of passengers, the goal was maximization
of time buffers allowing the elimination of delays,
• size of transport needs was obtained from traffic surveys
conducted for the Wrocław agglomeration.
For the needs of the research, all necessary data regarding:
exploitation points and their characteristics, sections of railway lines
and their characteristics, open lines and their characteristics, transport
needs, communication lines and their characteristics, vehicle types
and their characteristics were defined.
As a result of the work, it was established that there are two
communication lines that have a beginning and end in places where
trains can end and start running
• z(1) = 1 – Wrocław Psie Pole – Trzebnica à lkomss(1,1,1) = 1,
• z(2) = 1 – Trzebnica – Wrocław Psie Pole à lkomss(2,1,1) = 1.
Then, on the basis of calculations, the following volume of
the traffic flow was allocated: znp(1,1,1) = 4683 pass., znp(2,1,1)
= 4683 pass. For the appropriately parameterized vehicles, the
following train sets and frequency type assignment was assigned
to communication lines:
• x(1,5,66,{101,103,…,143},({00:00,01:06,…,23:06},1),1,1)- to
communication line 1 has been assigned train set SA134 runs
at a frequency of 66 minutes; trains numbers 101, 103, …, 143
should be started from operating point number 1 at 00:00,
01:06, …, 23:06; day period 1 and category 1,
• x(2,5,66,{102,104,…,144},({00:00,01:06,…,23:06},7),1,1)to
communication line 2 has been assigned train set SA134 runs
at a frequency of 66 minutes; trains numbers 102, 104, …, 144
should be started from operating point number 7 at 00:00, 01:06,
…, 23:06; day period 1 and category 1.
After calculations, liquidation of collisions between reference
routes and manual correction of the graph, the following graphic
timetable was obtained, which took into account the problem of
the platform edge allocation - see Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Graphic timetable for line 326 [own study using the BEERJ
application]
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5. Conclusion
Movement of trains on the railway network, due to the need
to preserve the highest degree of safety, must be appropriately
ordered. The connection of all problems on the railway network to
each other should be implemented in such a way that they bring
the best results with the proper use of technical means and with the
least number of people needed to operate them. Among research
areas related to the problem of organization of railway traffic, the
construction of the train timetable has an important place.
A well-constructed timetable allows for conducting of movement
smoothly and safely. In prepared timetable should be taken into
account the time associated with any determinants - e.g. adequate
time to change of the passengers, the time required to realize train
announcing by train dispatchers, time of non-simultaneous arrival
etc.
Taking into account in the problem of the construction the
platform edges allocation will avoid the situation that the train will
wait before the entry semaphore to the station until the platform
edge for its will released or the edge is blocked because there is no
access for stabling track for its.
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ABSTRACT
Aircraft operations performed in aerodrome traffic are characterized by special aerodynamic, navigational and
operational conditions. According to statistical analysis of aircraft accidents and incidents, take-off and departure
as well as approach and landing operations are particularly dangerous. One of the serious hazards, whose scale of
occurrence has recently significantly increased, are the events of dazzling pilots with the laser beam. In this article,
the identification of these hazards and the analysis of the safety risk was performed. Then a study of legal regulations
concerning the protection of the aerodrome surroundings area against the laser emission was carried out. Based
on the obtained results, the necessity to increase the effectiveness of practical laser beam sources identification was
stated. For this purpose, utilization of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), which, when properly equipped in telematic
devices, will be an unmanned aerial system (UAS) for detecting laser beam sources, was proposed. In the following
part, analysis and research on practical aspects of the proposed concept’s implementation were carried out, specifying
potential chances and threats of their implementation.

KEYWORDS: aerodrome traffic safety, unmanned aerial vehicle, laser emission

1. Introduction – aircrafts
operations and aerodrome
surrounding protection zones
“Aerodrome traffic” is defined as all traffic on the manoeuvring
area of an aerodrome and all aircraft flying in the vicinity of an
aerodrome [6]. In practice it means that final approach, landing,
taxiing, take-off and initial climbing operations are performed
as its part. Listed operations are performed in the aerodrome
traffic circuit - the specified path to be flown by aircraft operating
in the vicinity of an aerodrome [6], or on the manoeuvring area
- part of an aerodrome to be used for the take-off, landing and
taxiing of aircraft, excluding aprons [3], with the use of CNS
(Communication, Navigation and Surveillance) systems. Those
aircrafts’ operations are characterised by special conditions’ and
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aerodynamical parameters’ changes as well as significant pilot
load due to simultaneous operations in the areas of: pilotage,
navigation and air traffic control procedures’ performance. As its
consequence, mentioned flight phases in the aerodrome traffic,
except from taxiing, should be treated as particularly dangerous.
The identified high level of safety risk enforces the necessity
of special measures application to ensure the safety of aircrafts’
operations in the aerodrome traffic. This is, among other, put into
practice by designation of the obstacle limitation surfaces, obstacle
free zones, obstacle limitation requirements as well as, what seems
crucial in this article, by designation of the protected flight zones.
The protected flight zones, defined as the airspace specifically
designated to mitigate the hazardous effects of laser radiation
[3], are established in order to mitigate the risk of operating laser
emitters in the vicinity of aerodromes and may be divided into:
• laser-beam free flight zone – LFFZ,
• laser-beam critical flight zone – LCFZ,
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• laser-beam sensitive flight zone – LSFZ,
• normal flight zone – NFZ.
The restrictions on the use of laser beams in the three protected
flight zones: LCFZ, LFFZ and LSFZ, refer to visible laser beams
only.

pilots as well as aerodrome control towers (TWR) is constantly
growing. According to statistics, the most affected is the approach
phase (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Laser threat, phase of flight: summer seasons 2012-2016
[own study based on [2]]
Fig. 1. Protected flight zones (The dimensions indicated are given
only as example) [own study based on [3]]

In all navigable airspace, the irradiance level of any laser
beam, visible or invisible, is expected to be less than or equal to
the maximum permissible exposure - MPE i.e. the internationally
accepted maximum level of laser radiation to which human beings
may be exposed without risk of biological damage to the eye or
skin, unless such emission has been notified to the authority
and permission obtained. In other words the MPE is that level
of laser beam energy below which exposure to a laser beam is
not expected to produce adverse biological damage. There are
differences in MPE calculations depending on whether the laser
beam is pulsed or continuous. MPEs for the skin and eye for any
laser beam and exposure condition are available in the American
National Standards Institute ANSI Z136.1-2000 the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 60825-1:19983 and other
related international documents [8].

Fig. 2. Protected flight zones with indication of maximum irradiance
levels for visible laser beams [own study based on [8]]

As practical experience shows, these formal regulations are not
effective. The majority of cockpit illuminations occur at LFFZ - ca.
30% and LCFZ - ca. 81%, and their number grows almost twice
a year [14]. The number of laser attack incidents on aircrafts and
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All these events, in the causal sense, can be considered as safety
threats [3, 5] or acts of unlawful interference [4, 11]. However,
regardless of the reason, laser attacks pose significant threats to the
safety of aircraft operations as well as aircraft’s crew and aerodrome
traffic controllers’ (TWR) health.

2. Analysed issue
2.1. Statistical analysis and formal aspects
The problem of laser attacks in aviation is global and known
world widely. In 2010 in Europe 4266 laser-aircraft incidents
were reported (which is a significant increase compared to year
2008 – 1048 reported incidents). In several cases, pilots who were
temporarily blinded were forced to pass control of the aircraft to
the co-pilot. There have also been cases in which lasers were aimed
at airport control towers [12].
Laser incidents have till now been identified at 74 different
locations within 24 European States. More than 100.000.000
laser pointers are estimated to exist world-wide. Lasers come in a
multitude of colours: red, green, blue, yellow, violet and infra-red
(invisible). All these types of lasers, particularly the green, blue
and infra-red ones, are capable of causing permanent damage to
the eye. Physical consequences of laser exposure include:
• flash blindness (the flashbulb effect),
• glare (such as when driving on a sunny day),
• loss of dark adaptation (similar to being in a dark room and
turning the lights on then off ),
• glare discomfort and afterimages (the “blue dots” one might
see after a camera flash).
In UE this problem has already been formally pointed out
in 2011 [11], stating that “[…] laser emitters pose a significant
threat to aviation safety and security. The recent alarming growth
of laser incidents triggers an industry-wide response to raise
awareness and a call to Regulators to recognize laser attacks as
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an act of unlawful interference with operations and develop
adequate and harmonised countermeasures. The aviation industry
is highly committed to a safe and secure air transport.” Although
laser attacks are not a new phenomenon, the growth of reported
incidents in the recent years is striking. Laser attacks undermine
the safety and security of flight operations. In reference to
aircrafts’ operations in aerodrome traffic they can interfere with
the pilot´s vision and limit the crew´s ability to perform its duties.
Consequently this can force pilots to abort landing, degrade flight
performance, disrupt cockpit procedures, crew coordination and
air traffic control communication. Similar effects also strike air
traffic controllers in the provision of services, particularly in Air
Traffic Control Towers, and may cause operational problems.

Fig. 4. Laser attacks reported to FAA each day, January 1st 2007 –
April 29nd 2017 [own study based on [12]]

The absence in many countries of clear regulation with regard
to the purchase, possession and use of lasers that could potentially
harm aircraft operations, ask for adequate countermeasures
to mitigate this threat to aviation safety. In Europe there is no
Community legislation that would regulate the use of laser
pointers. Some European Member States have reacted quickly
to the increased number of laser attacks either by using existing
legislation (i.e. aeronautical codes, penal code, criminal code, etc.)
or by creating specific legislation. This has led to a situation in
which in some European countries laser attacks against aircrafts
are not punished and in others offenders may be condemned to a
jail sentence and/or be subject to heavy fines.
A similar situation can be observed in the United States, where
as a consequence of shortages in Federal Law, laser attack offences
were subject to the jurisdiction of individual States legislation.
Since June 2011 the US Federal Aviation Administration is using
a new legal interpretation of existing regulations that prohibits
interferences with aircraft operations. Also Eurocontrol has taken
the initiative to organise a very first workshop about this serious
safety issue. It gathered all stakeholders with a vested interest to
consider adopting a collective approach towards reducing the
growing threat of unauthorized laser interference in aviation. The
aviation stakeholders in Europe fully support this initiative and
at the same time pointed out that rapid action is needed. That is
why they called upon the European Commission and its Member
States to:
• recognise laser attacks as acts of unlawful interference (as an
legislative amendment to the EU law [15]);
• harmonise legal actions against those found guilty of targeting
aircraft and thus endangering aviation safety including
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aircraft, crews, ATC, ground staff, everything on the ground
etc.;
• ensure the European harmonized implementation of ICAO
Doc 9815 Manual [8];
• regulate the trade of laser emitters of 5 mW or bigger;
• promote public awareness (including adequate labelling of
emitters and information);
• the EU-wide adoption of laser attacks as a mandatory reporting
item with regard to Occurrence Reporting in Aviation.
For the third succeeding year, EVAIR (Eurocontrol Voluntary
ATM Incident Reporting) recorded a decrease in laser reports
(see Fig. 5). This reduction, throughout the period monitored
(years 2012 – 2016), was complemented by a reduction in the
number of locations and air operators affected (Fig. 6). In most
events pilots reported that they informed ATC and did their best
not to look at the position from where the laser illumination was
coming, hence following the main recommendation on laser
interference. However, in the majority of cases, reports prepared
by the stakeholders do not show the same outcomes as the EVAIR
ones. Cross checks of both show that in some geographical regions
there is still an increase in laser interference, regardless whether or
not the adequate regulation is in place.

Fig. 5. Laser reports in summer seasons of the years 2012-2016
[own study based on [2]]

Fig. 6. Laser interference values based on No of locations and No of
affected carriers in summer seasons of the years 2012-2016
[own study based on [2]]

In other words, practice shows that the absence of harmonized
European regulation reduces the effect of national regulations
addressing the problem of the use of lasers against aircraft. The
absence of harmonized regulation means that equipment bought
within countries without regulation can be transferred legally
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across Europe. States, ANSPs (Air Navigation Service Providers),
and air carriers expect support from EASA to push for European
regulation and to improve the situation regarding the illegal use of
laser devises against aviation [2].

Table 1. Laser attack risk analysis [own study]

2.2. Health risk analysis
Hazards caused by laser radiation result from the interaction
of highly concentrated and highly energetic radiation on biological
tissues. This applies to all soft tissues and internal human organs,
in particular to the skin and eyes. In the analysed problem the
considerations were focused on the danger for people eyes, for
which the impact of the laser beam is particularly dangerous. This
is due to the characteristics of the optical radiation interaction
and the particular susceptibility of the eye to radiation within
the wavelengths emitted by some types of lasers. This impact is
considered in relation to physico-chemical damaging factors and
can be:
• thermal (photocoagulative) - causing tissues damage as a
result of temperature growth, being a consequence of radiation
absorption;
• acoustico-mechanical, causing impetuous pressure changes
in the eyeball;
• photochemical (photolytic), causing chemical and structural
changes of the eyesight organ tissues.
However, the potential for any given laser beam to induce
damaging effects or bioeffects is not only a function of the
physical characteristics of the laser beam itself, but also of assorted
environmental or atmospheric conditions present at the time.
Which means in practice that for the pilot or ATC/TWR controller,
the bioeffects of laser attack may include [8]:
• distraction,
• glare (also referred to as dazzle),
• flash-blindness,
• after-images,
• scotomas,
• retinal burns,
• retinal haemorrhages,
• globe rupture,
• and other dangerous.
The analysis presented above revealed that the threat of laser
beam attacks may be analysed in a wide spectrum of consequences
and hazards, starting with direct health threats (resulting in noncompliance with medical requirements for pilot licence preservation
[10]) as well as resulting from them visual and psychological effects
[8], causing danger to aircrafts’ operation safety [9].
In the following part of the article attention was paid to aviation
operations’ safety risk analysis applying guidelines [8] and the
method [9] defined by ICAO as well as utilizing generalized data
published by Eurocontrol [1, 2] and FAA [12]. The obtained results
(Table 1) are therefore of a general nature, but nevertheless they
properly reflect the essence of the examined problem.

Phase of
aircraft’s
operation
threatened
by a laser
attack

Likelihood

Severity

Level of safety
risk tolerability

Approach

Frequent (5)

Catastrophic (A)

Unacceptable
under the
existing
circumstances

Landing

Frequent (5)

Catastrophic (A)

Unacceptable
under the
existing
circumstances

Taxiing

Remote (3)

Minor (D)

Acceptable
based on risk
mitigation

Take-off

Frequent (5)

Hazardous (B)

Unacceptable
under the
existing
circumstances

Climbing or
descent

Occasional (4)

Major (C)

Acceptable
based on risk
mitigation

Over flight

Remote (3)

Minor (D)

Acceptable
based on risk
mitigation

The obtained risk analysis results show that in each phase of the
flight operation the risk of a laser attack is outside the acceptable level
and that the threats with the highest severity are also characterized
by the highest likelihood and they indeed occur in aerodrome
traffic. That is why it is necessary to introduce appropriate safety
and preventive measures. Currently, work is undertaken on the use
of special glasses by pilots and ATC/TWR controllers or sticking
to the aircrafts’ windshield or aerodrome traffic control towers
(TWR) a protective film, with a specified optical density and
damping lengths conformable with visible laser beam. Although
these solutions may be helpful, they will not prevent laser attacks
and the resulting aviation accidents and serious incidents and are
therefore not sufficient in aerodrome traffic. It is necessary to look
for solutions reducing the probability of laser attacks, which are
predominantly caused by perpetrators who are often even not aware
of their potential consequences and criminal responsibility.

3. The concept of the method
allowing identification of laser
radiation sources
3.1. Theoretical concept
Effective prevention of the laser attacks threat requires early
detection and determination of the laser radiation sources’
location in the aerodrome’s surrounding, in particular within the
aerodrome control zone - CTR, but also in a certain part of the
terminal control area - TMA1. Laser radiation source’s detection
1

Terminal Control Area – TMA, i.e. a control area normally established at the
confluence of ATS routes in the vicinity of one or more major aerodromes [6]
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and location determination will enable effective actions to be
taken to apprehend the perpetrator and eliminate the threat, as
well as to issue a warning to the aircraft’s crews. The large area
that should be monitored inclines the Authors to propose the use
of unmanned aerial system - UAS consisting of an unmanned
aerial vehicle - UAV equipped with remote sensing and telematic
systems that will detect and locate the laser radiation source and
send information to the control tower and Airport Duty Officer.
The proposed operation rule is based on the measurement of
the received laser beam intensity – I [8, 10]:
(1)
where:
I0 – the initial intensity,
μ – the atmospheric attenuation coefficient,
r – the distance from the laser source.
The Authors propose that in practice the values of:
I0 should be adopted in accordance with the ICAO Annex 14
[1] specifications, i.e.:

(9)

For fixed UAS positions defining a rectangular coordinate
measurement of angles created by
system in space:
vectors:
with the versors allows presentation of the system
of equations, which solution will determine the wanted coordinates
of the laser source L(x,y,z):

(10)

(2)

(3)

(4)
μ should be adopted based on the actual RVR - runway visual
range value, according to Allard’s law (i.e. an equation relating
illuminance (E) produced by a point source of light of intensity
(I) on a plane normal to the line of sight, at distance (x) from
the source, in an atmosphere having a transmissivity (T) [7]),
according to the equation [13]:

The determined in such a way (and as assumed with some
approximation) laser radiation source’s location should be notified
to the appropriate unit of the Police or other authorized service,
whose officers should immediately go to the indicated area,
locate the actual radiation spot, determine its actual intensity I0
and on this basis take adequate measures to eliminate or reduce
the I0 intensity, and in any case provide instructions and inform
about safe and legal conditions for the laser radiation emission.
At the same time, the appropriate air traffic services unit should
immediately issue a warning to the aircraft crews as well as carry
out a risk assessment to decide whether to suspend or introduce
restrictions on the performance of aerodrome operations until the
threat is eliminated.

(5)

3.2. Concept of the practical implementation
When measuring the intensity of three UASs with fixed
position coordinates such as:

three measurements of the laser radiation intensity I1, I2, I3 will
be obtained from the source with coordinates (x, y, z):
(6)
(7)
(8)
dependent from the distances r1 , r2 , r3, where:
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The concept of preventive detection and control of laser
radiation sources in the vicinity of the aerodromes, presented in
the previous part of the article, requires continuous observation.
For this purpose, the Authors propose to use UAS equipped with
cameras and laser radiation detectors. The analysis carried out
by the Authors in the discussed field shows that on the market
there are many devices available, which parameters meet the
requirements, in particular regarding sensitivity and scope of
measurement as well as small weight and long working time.
These devices should be built on an UAS of a medium range class,
characterised by the following parameters:
• range - ca. 200 km,
• flight operation time - ca. 8 hour,
• flight ceiling - ca. 250 m,
• lifting capacity - 2 kg,
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• equipped with the supervision and control system - AHRS
(Altitude and Heading Reference System) as well as GPS
navigation,
• with the position self-monitoring system, performing nonvisual flights BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line of Sight) with the
autonomous positioning system according to the flight plan.
In case of laser radiation source identification the UAS notifies
the ground station operator, who manually changes the parameters
and flight route in order to accurately recognize the source and
determine its position.
Another important issue is to ensure safety of the UAS operation
in the aspect of preventing its collisions with the aircrafts performing
flight operations in aerodrome traffic. This may be achieved by
designating UAS flights routes in CTR below the surface limiting the
aircraft obstacles - OLS and at the minimum safe distances defined in
ICAO Annex 14 [3].
The required supervision should be carried out using 3 UASs,
which detectors in a coordinated manner will “observe” the
aerodrome’s surroundings, in particular within the CTR limits. This
will require the establishment of UAS operation procedures agreed
with the air traffic services unit.

4. Conclusion
The threat of aircraft pilots’, performing operations in
aerodrome traffic, dazzle with a laser beam is significant, both
in terms of frequency and potential effects. The legal regulations
concerning this matter and being in force currently are not a
sufficient protection. As indicated in the article and based on
the mentioned hazards’ characteristics it is necessary to early
identify and assess the risk and take effective preventive actions.
For this purpose the Authors proposed the use of 3 UAS equipped
with detection, registration and control systems, forming a
“constellation” of UAS, conducting a continuous supervision of
the selected aerodrome’s area and in case of laser signal detection
making the necessary measurements and determining the location
of the laser radiation source.
Assumed opportunities and expected benefits:
• continuous CTR monitoring,
• low costs,
• high efficiency,
• designation of areas with the increased incidence of laser
radiation emission, which may be called “laser attack hazard
map”,
• increase of social awareness.
Expected constraints and threats:
• the risk of collision with an aircraft,
• the risk of autopilot failure,
• the risk of losing control from the ground station,
• susceptibility to wind,
• “false alarms”,
• errors in mission plans and UAS coordination.
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The presented concept, as each technical solution, has its
advantages as well as disadvantages. However, even if the proposed
unmanned aerial system - UAS will not be useful in all weather
conditions, the described CTR supervision and possible creation
of the laser attack hazard map seems worth trying as it gives a
good chance of eliminating repetitive laser threats’ locations at
aerodrome traffic.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we analyze the big-data set of GSM origin-destination matrices collected between 360 districts (Powiat)
in Poland to indirectly observe the trip volume fluctuations: weekly and seasonal. We utilized the dataset obtained
from BTS position for all clients registered to a single provider. The data was collected over several days, which allows
for a valuable temporal analysis of trip volumes. We analyze internal and external (inbound and outbound) trips
in Małopolska region, intra-zonal trips (within district), inter-zonal (between districts of Małopolska). We discuss
the general variability of observed trip volumes. We present the weekly fluctuations (working day, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday) and the seasonal ones (winter, holiday, etc.). We verify the results obtained from GSM data with the traffic
counts and their seasonal variations provided by national road administration (GDDKiA). Main contribution of the
paper is presenting the observed fluctuations from the GSM data and comparing them with the classically collected
data, as we demonstrate the results are comparable.

KEYWORDS: demand model; floating car data; GSM traces; seasonal variations; GSM OD data

1. Introduction
In the age of growing development of various Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) there is a need to collect, analyze
and synthesize high quality traffic information. Traditional and
the most commonly used method for road traffic data collection
are manual counts, which seem to be the most accurate, but often
have inaccessible costs [1]. This costs are bigger when observation
area is extended or time span is long, such as in regional scale.
For this reason it is frequently observed, that traffic management
authorities have to rely on an infrequent, incomplete, out-to-date
surveys and/or small population samples [4]. Such dataset, in
general, does not provide a realistic and credible insight on the
traffic situation.
Therefore various alternative information sources, e.g. big data
such as the real-time traffic counts [3] or GSM trip traces seems
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to has nowadays a huge potential to improve quality of traffic
measurement and reduce its costs [13, 14, 15].
In the contemporary society almost every single person uses
mobile phones during every-day movement. That is why the
cellular trip observation has a potential to lead near real-time traffic
information at a huge scale. Toole et al. [11] elaborate system to
estimate multiple aspects of travel demand using GSM records data.
Järv et al. [11] used mobile phone tracking to modeled traffic flow
at Tallin - Tartu highway during several periods (daily, weekly and
monthly) and compare them to traffic counts. In the result they
achieved coefficient factor between modelled traffic and observation
of 0,98. Becker et al. [2] conducted an investigation over using a
cellular position records to estimate relative traffic volumes. His
research showed high correlation between estimated traffic volumes
and vehicle counts from loop detector (correlation coefficient of
0.77). In similar study Vaccari et al. [12] compared GSM data to
the traffic flow data between Brooklyn and Manhattan and also
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achieved correlation coefficient of 0.77. Thiessenhusen et al. [10]
also proved relationships between traffic volume peaks (morning
and afternoon) comparable for GSM and traffic counts data.
Big data such a GSM od matrices are also useful in the traffic
flow forecasting and prediction. Several deep-learning-based traffic
flow prediction methods were elaborated using mobile phone trip
traces [5, 8].
Large scale, strategic modelling of transport system, typically
relies on average values. Frequently, appraisal is made upon the
so-called average annual daily traffic (AADT) where the mean,
representative daily traffic volume is obtained with established
methodology. This allows to measure some set of specific days and
use them as a sample to estimate the annual average. Those days
are typically sampled throughout the seasons days of week, holidays
and weekends. Obtained value is representative for strategic purpose
and applicable in most of use cases.
Yet, since traffic volume is a random variable, apart from its
mean, it is reasonable to understand its variability, i.e. how the
actual traffic volumes deviate from AADT. This is crucial when for
some days the traffic volumes are significantly higher than average,
which may lead to oversaturation and delays. That is why it becomes
popular to rely in the planning and control problems, not only on
the AADT, but also on its variability.
In this paper we analyzed big data set of GSM od matrices,
present seasonal and weekly fluctuations and compare them with
the traffic counts and their seasonal variations provided by national
road administration (GDDKiA). We propose a method to estimate
traffic flow fluctuation based on big data set.

2. Method
Usually, quantitative analysis of transport system performance
are based on typical (expected, mean) values. This refers both to
the typical demand pattern and the typical road network. For most
use cases it is acceptable to rely on expected values in the decision
making process. However, for some specific cases, understanding
an intrinsic variability of transport system is crucial. This may
refer to variations:
1. within-day (to capture hours of highest demand),
2. weekly (to capture days of highest demand) and
3. seasonal (to capture seasons of highest demand).
In this paper we use empirically observed values to estimate
weekly and seasonal variations with a following method. We star
from the generic variable q denoting the trip volume (quantity),
obtained from a generic demand model D. In the baseline approach,
this is understood as a typical trip volumes q obtained from the
typical demand model D . However, due to some variation, the
observed trip volumes q̂ may be different. We express this with:
(1)
q̂ D  q
where α is the factor allowing to cover seasonal, or weekly trip
volume variation. While the root of the variation typically lays
in the demand model (D), in this paper we assume the demand
model remains typical and the variation is handled at the level of
resulting trips volumes only. This is motivated by the nature of the
data that we used to analysis, which did not allow a reasonable
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understanding of demand pattern (e.g. trip generation rates,
trip purposes composition, mode choice, etc.) and its variations.
Similarly, we assume linearity between trip volumes at different
levels, i.e. seasonal variation α of 1.05 means equally the growth
in total number of trips, number of trips at each od pair, number
of trips and cars on each path and on each road segment by factor
of 1.05.
We propose the method derive the trip volume variations
indirectly, from the variations of the observed GSM od matrices.
The GSM od matrices report the number (quantity) of trips between
given origins o and destinations d. Trip is understood as the event
of transferring a device registered to a given provider between GSM
stations. Such definition significantly reduces accuracy of short trips
(which may be conducted within range of a single GSM station),
yet for longer, regional trips, obtained values are reasonable. We
collected a set of such GSM od matrices recorded over several days,
with each matrix containing trip volumes between origins and
destinations observed during a single day. In the specific context
of this paper, origins and destinations of matrices were counties
(powiaty) of Poland, i.e. for each trips its’ GSM station at the origin
and at the destination is uniquely assigned to a county in Poland.
Thus, the trips with origin and destination in the same count are
reported on the diagonal of the od matrix. We focused on one
selected region of ca. 20 counties out of over 300 in Poland. In the
above setting, the generic trip volume q can be now specified as
either:
• number of trips between a given origin o and destination d:
qod
• number of trips originating from a given county:
qo ¦ d D qod ;
• number of trips finished in a given county: qd ¦ oO qod ;
• number of intra-zonal trips (inside the county) qoo;
• total number of trips recorded: q ¦ oO  d D qod .
For further analysis we categorize origin and destination
counties into:
• External counties E Z (outside of analyzed region)
• Internal counties I Z (inside the analyzed region)
• Capital county (central agglomeration) c I Z.
With such categorization of origins and destinations we can
categorize trips into:
• Inter-zonal: between internal counties qod  o d  I
• Intra-zonal: within one internal county qod  o d  I  o d
• Outbound: from internal counties outside (to external
counties) qod  o  I  d  E
• Inbound: from external counties inside (to internal counties)

qod  o  E  d  I

• To/from central agglomeration qod : o c  d c
Since we have observed od matrices over several days, we denote
each of them with a day index i so that each of above variables is
identified as a tuple: q {qi : i  I } . Observation period can be
categorized into either seasons (winter, spring, summer, autumn)
and days of the week (1 to 7), or day types (working days, Fridays,
weekends, holidays).
Thanks to the above tuple representation we can understand
and describe the variability. Specifically, we understand the mean
of a tuple as the typical value. Usually, this refers to the so called
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AADT, here we avoid strongly stating that this value represents
an annual average and barely state that it is a mean of observed
values. From the tuple and its mean we can reproduce the αi as the
ratio between volume observed at day i and the mean value:
D i qi / q
(2)
This tuple can be further analyzed statistically, specifically we
are interested in coefficient of variation v observed on a set of daily
matrices:
vI V q I  q I
(3)
where σ is the standard deviation obtained from the sample
consisting of daily matrices observed over I days.
In the following section we use the proposed method to
derive the traffic variations in Małopolska region in Poland. We
will focus on seasonal factors α for various weekdays, seasons in
various relations (inbound, inter-zonal, etc.) and variability v of
trip volumes observed during those days.

3. Results
3.1. Data

variability of the total dataset is around 11%, yet it drops to 6% on
working days and 9% on weekends (Table 2). Average number of
trips is 142 000 per day, which grows to 154 000 on working days
and drops to 123 000 during weekends. Box and whiskers plots
(Fig.1) show that general variability is high, yet working days are
somehow similar, with inter-quantile range way smaller than for
all 42 observed days. The variability though remain relatively high
for weekends, where many atypical days were still observed.
Table 2. Trip volume variability [own study]
Description

Complete
dataset

Working
day

Weekend

Autumn

Count

42

17

14

14

Average

142 644

154 141

123 886

136 878

Standard
deviation
Coeff. of
variation v

16 666,4

8 782,04

10 996,9

15 039,7

11,68%

5,69%

8,8%

10,98%

Minimum

11 0076

14 6904

11 0076

11 0076

Maximum

17 3279

17 3279

14 9611

15 2072

Range

63 203

26 375

39535

41996

We illustrate the above method with the data obtained from
one of GSM providers in Poland. He shared with us the GSM od
matrices where the trips between counties in Poland were reported.
We used the slice of dataset, where trips with either origin or
destination in Małopolska (one of the regions in southern Poland,
of ca. 3M inhabitants). The diagonal of the matrix contained trips
made within a county, but between the GSM receiving stations.
We collected data from 42 observation days covering all days of
the week, seasons and day types. We observed 7 winter, 14 spring,
14 summer, 7 autumn days. 8 Sundays and holidays, 5 Mondays,
6 Fridays, 6 Saturdays and 17 Other working days. In total, we
observed over 20M trips, 12M of which were inter-zonal, 8M intrazonal, 1.7M outbound and 1.7M inbound. Around one fourth of
the trips were related to the central agglomeration (Table 1).
Table 1. Observed trip volumes [own study]
OD relation

Trip volume

Trip volume to/from Central
Agglomeration (Kraków)

Intra – zonal

11 982 072

1 457 252

Inter – zonal

8 304 584

1 166 261

Outbound

1 746 493

258 154

Inbound

1 751 117

265 673

In the first part we present the variability of observed trips
volumes in general and per day types through their variability v
(eq. 2). While in the second part we report the weekly and seasonal
variations through their factor α (eq. 1).

3.2. Trip volume variability
We present variability on a table with generic statistics and
with box-whiskers plots below. We divided 42 observation days
into 17 working days, 14 weekend days and 14 autumn days. The
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Fig. 1. Variability of trip volumes observed during various day types
and seasons [own study]
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3.3. Seasonal variations
In this section we present results of analyzing GSM od matrices
for Małopolska region and compare them with the traffic counts and
their seasonal variations provided by national road administration
(GDDKiA).
Basic source of information about traffic flows on the motorways,
national and province roads in Poland are General Traffic Counts
(GPR) performs by central administration authority for issues
related to the national road system (General Direction for National
Roads and Motorways - GDDKiA). This observation are being done
regularly – every five years within strictly defined days during the
year. It provides complex information about traffic volumes, structure
and variability during different periods of time.
In our investigation we focused on a traffic seasonal and weekly
fluctuations in reference to Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT).
Seasonal factors published by GDDKiA are presented in the Fig. 2

example traffic volume drop in summer months may result from
smaller number of trips in the relation with schools and university.

Fig. 3. Seasonal factor based on GSM od matrices [own study]

Fig. 4. Seasonal factor based on GSM od matrices in trips to central
agglomeration of the region [own study]
Fig. 2 Seasonal factors based on GPR traffic counts [16-18]

3.4. Weekly variations
Factors presented in the Fig. 2 refer to the general traffic i.e.
traffic observed during working day for whole national road
network in Poland. We can observe increased volume during the
summer months (over AADT) and decreased in winter (below
AADT). In other seasons it remain stable ca. AADT level.
In the next step we compared factors published by GDDKiA to
the same factors based on GSM od matrices. We stratified big data
set into samples depending on origin and destination position
in reference to Małopolska Regional Demand Model. Our
investigations shows several differences between data sets. As we
can observe in Fig. 3 the highest value of seasonal factor based on
GSM od matrices occur in autumn. Summer traffic is comparable
to AADT. For winter and spring observed traffic variation factor is
similar to same factor based on big data.
This differences may result from the sample size for each
seasons in GSM od matrices (as we mentioned in point 3.1, we
analyzed 14 summer and only 7 autumn days) or to be caused by
dissimilarity of observation days for both data sets.
We also analyzed traffic fluctuation in trips to central
agglomeration in the Region (Kraków) based on GSM od matrices
(Fig. 4). They differ significantly from observations, but in some
points are quite similar to other variations received from GSM od
matrices. The highest traffic in this dataset is observed in autumn
and the lowest in summer months. It can be caused by touristic
trips influence and specification and attractiveness of the city. For
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Traffic volume fluctuations for weekly period in reference
to AADT based on General Traffic Counts are shown on Fig. 5.
Numbers on x-axis (1-7) describe following days-of-week (from
Monday to Sunday).

Fig. 5. Weekly factors based on GPR traffic counts [16, 17, 18]

Traffic variation factors based on this data set remain stable
at the level ca. 6% higher than AADT from Monday to Thursday,
Then we can observe peak in Friday traffic (14% higher traffic than
AADT) and fall in weekend days (ca. 10% below AADT).
As in the previous example we compared weekly factors from
GPR counts with GSM od matrices. This factors refers to average
number of trips for each day-of-week throughout a year in each od
demand strata described earlier. In the result we can observe (in
Fig. 6) that the variability of factors received on the basis of two
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different data sets are comparable in reference to weekly traffic
fluctuations.
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Fig. 6. Weekly factors based on GSM od matrices [own study]

Fig. 7 presents the same factor for trips to central agglomeration.
In this case traffic variations differ from the observed values by all
odds. From Monday to Thursday it remains stable significantly
above the average level, then fall in Friday (departures from the city
before weekend) and in Saturday and Sunday drop under AADT.

Fig. 7. Weekly factor based on GSM od matrices in trips to central
agglomeration of the region [own study]

4. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a method where trip volume variability
can be indirectly analyzed through analysis of GSM od matrices. We
utilized a big dataset of over 20M trips conducted between counties
in Poland. We stratified the data into several meaningful subsets
to understand its variability and fluctuations. The total variability
of observed data was around 11%, yet it significantly dropped for
weekdays (working days). Our analysis revealed that the seasonal
variations are significant and each season has different expected trip
volumes. Similarly, trip volumes within a week varied significantly,
with weekdays being roughly stable, expect Friday when significantly
higher trip volumes were observed. On weekends lower traffic flows
were observed with minimum on Sunday. The seasonal variation
was more pronounced for inbound and outbound traffic than for
internal traffic. Interestingly, the intrazonal traffic on Friday was
lower than for other working days.
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ABSTRACT
The article concerns the application of data, collected by mobile devices, in models road maps needed in virtual
environments. Recently, a system has been developed at UTH Radom, with the aim of tracking wanted vehicles. The
simulation of such vehicles, understood as units with driver or passenger(s), the acquisition and transfer of related
data as well as the processing of information obtained from observation cameras, are subject of ongoing research.
A key component for an effective analysis of trajectories, are detailed digital road maps. Given the lack of access to
commercial geo-information systems, the compilation of customized digital maps for the territory of interest, using
open data collections of geographical data, is essential for research in the public sector. In the present paper, the
adaptation of chosen Openstreetmap data structures to the described purposes is presented.
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1. Introduction
The RETINA system, extensively described in articles i.a. [3-9],
contains three main components: observation centre, observation
points (sensors) and telecommunication network. It’s main purpose
is to observe, approximate and then to predict the wanted vehicle’s
route. Thus a very important element is the possibility to simulate
vehicle’s on a real network of roads.
The subject of observation are mobile objects – road vehicles.
The aim of this article is to describe the area on which these vehicles
can move and which is under the observation.
It is obvious that this domain of interest has to be limited in
practice as well as in theory.
A natural choice may be, for example the area of the state, a
voivodeship or an urban conglomeration.
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At first, considerations may concern some selected experimental
route, i.e. a one-dimentional approach is taken. Next any geometric
area, for example a rectangular map section, may be subject to
analysis. In any case, at the beginning the borders of the area of
interest should be determined. In the case of an administrative
district, the contour is defined by a sequence of corners of a
polygonal domain. Finally, this domain is given internal structure in
the form of a graph, comprising data on vertices (points of interest)
and edges (roads connecting the vertices).

2. Modelling the Area of Interest
The projected usage of the Road Vehicle Tracking System Based
on Given Identification Features – RETINA, concerns the areas with
determined borders, for example specific administration units such
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as e.g. Mazovia. So we assume for this article that the considered
objects move and are observed on a flat area of interest Ω.
Assuming that the dimension is the number of coordinates
necessary to describe the location of a given point [2], in case of
one-dimension the area could be set as an interval – a section of a
route, with length in meters [m], for example:
Ω=[0,400000]

(1)

while in case of two-dimensional movement the area could be
a rectangle, so it is necessary to define two coordinates:
Ω=[0,400000] x [-100000, 150000]

two or three-dimensional area in usage relevant to road transport is
not adequate. It corresponds to the situation for example in aviation,
oceanic shipping or during the biological research – migration of
birds or fish. In the road transport the extreme inhomogeneity
of the area must be taken under consideration [15]. In railway
transport, like [1, 13], case is simpler. But in road transport we
can distinguish roads, roadways, national roads, highways as also
the forest paths. The territory must be classified, distinguished, for
example population density or the nature reserves.
In the description of traffic it is reasonable to limit the position
to the permitted area, which will be the network of roads located
in the previously selected area.

(2)

Fig. 3. Exemplary area Ω with rectangular grid (from the left:
Manhattan, Lodz, cartesian coordinate system) [own study]

In theoretical considerations it is convenient to adopt the ideal
rectangular road grid. Sample layout is presented on Fig. 3.
Fig. 1. Exemplary area in one dimension – Polish highway A2
(Swiecko – Konin) [18]

In the first case we can analize the vehicle’s movement on
the highway with a length of about 270 km, rejecting the option
of leaving from the established road, shown on Fig. 1. In the
second case the movement and also the observation will consider
a rectangle of size 400km by 250km from the map section. The
searched object’s position is represented as a pair of numbers (x,y),
where the first number is the distance from the left boarder, and
the second number is the position relative to the horizontal axis,
as on Fig. 2. The same method was recently applied in [4].

3. Hierarchy of Road Models
With a one-dimensional model, it is sufficient to provide one
number [2], a coordinate, to determine the position of the object
or place of the event. In civil engineering we use marker posts.
They represents the definition of the place on the road by giving
the distance from its beginning. This distance is usually given with
an accuracy of 1 meter in the format (km) xx + yyy or xx, yyy
(km), where: xx - total number of kilometers from the beginning
of the road or railway line, yyy - total number of meters counted
from the last full kilometer. Currently, marker posts are usually
placed every 100 meters, as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Exemplary area Ω in two dimensions (Masovian Voivodeship)
[own study]

SI units are accepted – length is measured in meters, time in
seconds. The assumption that the observed object moves freely in
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Fig. 4. Typical Polish marker post (situated near Radom – national
road no. 7) [own study]
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In the developed system, in subsequent articles devoted to
vehicle traffic modeling, the marker post will be used to describe
the movement along a real, non-straight path using only one
parameter, i.e. as given in the example below and also in Fig. 1.

4. Geographic Data Structures
It should be noted that in practical applications, sometimes the
pure graph structure or the oriented graph is insufficient, Extended
data structures are introduced, mainly to increase the efficiency
of calculations. For example, instead of the edge of a graph, it is
possible to assign it to lengths, and vertices to be the coordinates of
the corresponding intersections.
In this way, you can immediately create road elements with a
wider palette of features. Fig. 7 shows the details of the path from
the selected shapefile (*.shp) extracted from the OpenStreetMap.

Fig. 5. Example route from Radom to Zakopane [8]

With realistic modeling in two-dimensional areas instead of
the definition of two coordinates, for example GPS data, the use
of the road identifier is often used along with the marker posts
for the conventional beginning of the road, example – Fig. 5. In
theoretical considerations and computer simulations, the roads
can be numbered and identified with their index.
Fig. 6. shows an example of using this method to study road
traffic.

Fig. 7. Sample record from the database [own study]

The fields of this type of elements include the name of the road,
category, orientation and the table of items of points marking its
course in the area Ω.
Similar supplements work well for intersections. The authors
of the work [14] propose, among others, coding of turning rules in
the form of a zero-one matrix.

Fig. 6. Study of traffic intensity using marker post locations [19] - excerpt

Instead of global assembly, related to the contractual beginning of
the road, in the discussed system it is more convenient to adopt local
marker post, which on each section of the route gives the distance to
its beginning, that is the nearest node in the direction set.
In Fig. 3 the map (right side) contains 16 horizontal and 19
vertical roads. They can be renumbered sequentially, starting
from horizontal. In this case, the position definition may be in the
form (12,137.563), where the first parameter is the road counter
(natural number) and the second parameter is identical to the
x-axis coordinate in the Euclidean system.
In order to describe non-trivial road networks it is necessary
to introduce selected concepts from the graph theory, which will
be presented below.
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Fig. 8. Communication matrix (example) [14]

An example of such a matrix is presented in Fig. 8, where the
intersection can be reached on three sides and the same number of
trips. Legal options are marked with ones, for example

C13 = 1

(3)

means that you can turn off at exit 3 when entering road 1.
On the other hand, the entry

C23 = 0

(4)

it is forbidden from taking road no. 2 to road 3.
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5. Digital Road Maps
Graph theory is one of the basic tools in traffic modeling, so
elementary terms necessary to describe the road network are vertices
and edges. The tops correspond to points on the map, such as cities,
intersections, entries and trips to / from motorways, petrol stations
or car parks.
In the example from Fig. 3 vertices are all points from the area
Ω defined as a rectangle, which have coordinate values in this case
divisible by 15 (vertical) or 20 (horizontally). It was assumed that
the roads (parallel to the axis) were built regularly at intervals of
20 km, relatively 15 km - similar roads were built, eg Manhattan
[20]. However, the edges are segments connecting two vertices, so
the road is not the same as the edge - it is a series of alternating
vertices and edges. Formally, therefore, the G graph is defined as
an ordered pair of two sets [10]:

G=(V,E)

(5)

where V is the set of all vertices V={v1, v2, …, vm} and E is the
collection of edges.
Writing (v1, v2)  E is expressed by the fact that the tops v1
and v2 are connected by a stretch of road. Alternatively, the incident
matrix I is used:

I{ij}=1  (v1, v2)  E

sections and the same number - the number of nodes. However,
to the purpose of the system being designed - this is to verify the
ability to track vehicles based on visual data obtained from road
cameras - this order of magnitude is appropriate. In this case, the
incident matrix has over 2 million entries, which on the one hand
is comprehensive enough for academic research, and on the other
hand, larger examples are difficult to process on conventional
computer equipment.
The graph in Fig. 9 it contains only sections of the motorway,
national and provincial roads. All roads of this type are passable in
both directions. More advanced modeling requires a distinction
between the way, for example, from the node to, and the way from
to, because with a higher resolution of the map, for example at the
level of the city plan - as in Fig. 10 - one-way streets should also be
included. The following figure was created by extracting only the
necessary information (geographic coordinates) from data obtained
from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project using the Quantum GIS
geoinformation software (QGIS) [21]. However, this solution is not
optimal - it is very time-consuming and unfortunately the generated
map may contain a large number of errors, types of unfinished
roads / streets or incomplete intersections (which may be visible
with a high resolution of the city plan). Therefore, for the purpose of
further research, the map is used as in Fig. 9.

(6)

One of the basic theoretical works in the field of car traffic
simulation is the article by Nagel and Schreckenberg, [15]. As
part of the approach of the authors of this work, sets of data were
created describing road networks, such as the United States, where
an impressive number of 23,947,347 nodes and 58.333.334 road
sections were included. For example, the city of New York has
264,345 points and 733,846 sections, and the above-mentioned
Manhattan district has about 12,000 nodes [20].

Fig. 10. Map of Warsaw roads selected from the OSM project with
the help of QGIS [own study]

This means that there may be a stretch of road from v1 to v2, but
there is no connection in the other direction, i.e. way from v2 to v1.
An appropriate tool for describing such a state of affairs is then
an oriented graph with directed edges [14]. The collection E is
then a set of ordered pairs (v1, v2). At the same time pairs of vectors
(v1, v2) and (v2, v1) are different from each other, while the sets {v1,
v2} = {v2, v1}. So an oriented graph is called a pair:
(7)

Fig. 9. A graph representing the Mazovian roads [own study]

The road network developed for research purposes in the
Matlab environment, presented in Fig. 9, contains less than 1,500
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where V is the set of all vertices V = {v1, v2,…, vm} and is a
collection of oriented edges.
It should be noted that in the oriented graph, there may even be
edges of the type (v1, v1), i.e. such sections in the network of roads
that connect a given point with itself. One speaks of a loop then,
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and such a concept may be useful for describing roundabouts.
Hence, the notion of the apex order is necessary to define.
Let it G = (V,E) be a graph describing the road network and
the top. The number of edges E in the outgoing v is called the row
of the top v.
If G it is a graph with orientation (then written in some publications
the output and input rows of vertices are defined analogically [16, 17].
It should be emphasized that the definition of a graph is a very
abstract tool that examines the structure of a road map, such as
properties such as its coherence. On the other hand, in a pure
graph description, vertices do not have, for example, positions in
space, coordinates, and edges have no course or length. Therefore,
in the context of further specification, so-called weights are
assigned to both the tops and edges. These can be, for example,
the length or volume of traffic on a given section. For this reason,
in the work [14] some extensions of the road section and node are
introduced, the use of which in the modeling of the road network
as part of the project of the Road Vehicle Tracking System Based
on Given Identification Features. will be presented in the nearest
publications.

6. Selected Computer
Experiments
In order to perform specific simulation calculations, maps
should be established, i.e. specify areas and road networks, after
which the searched vehicles can virtually move and where they can
be observed.
On the one hand, it is very demonstrative when one chooses
the real: the area and network of roads existing in reality, on the
other hand there is a danger that the selection (and determination)
of one specific area will lead to results that can not be generalized to
any situation. For example, research carried out in the Pomeranian
Voivodeship could be inadequate in the case of Lesser Poland
Voivodeship.
To avoid premature narrowing of the research plane, the method
of generating realistic road grids was introduced. In order to verify
the results, the possibility of generating any number of random areas
and grids has been introduced. An example of a pseudo-realistic
network of roads on a given area is shown in Fig. 11.

However, the methodology developed within the framework
of this dissertation is to be applicable within specific territories, eg
voivodships. The general scheme for creating the data structures
necessary to carry out the simulation tests provided for in is also
presented above.
The starting point is a map of the selected area, on the example
of Mazovia, as in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12.Sector of Mazovia from Google Maps [20]

In the next step, the contour of the area of interest and the
considered road sections are marked. An exemplary result of this
process is presented in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Area with road network [own study]

It should be emphasized that the described procedure, in
addition to determining the structure of the grid, will also define
the weights of vertices and edges such as:
• coordinates;
• length of sections.
It should be noted that the creation of more detailed maps
requires the use of open source numeric databases provided for
example by the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project.
The selected example developed in the Matlab environment
during the deliberations under this dissertation is shown in Fig. 14.
Additionally, databases of this type allow you to extract,
among others, information about:
• traffic restrictions (road signs);
• city positions;
• population density;
• land development

Fig. 11. A synthetic area with a road network [own study]
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Fig. 14. Selected Mazovian roads generated in the Matlab
environment [own study]

The OSM project is a very convenient source of data, because
it is primarily non-commercial, and at the same time very accurate
and up to date.
Unfortunately, it also has disadvantages. A certain obstacle in
separating only the above-mentioned information, for example, is
the volume of data contained in it (collected by users / creators of
this project).
It is quite easy to get maps in the form of graphic files, while
the selection of vector data describing the route or position of
objects is tedious and multi-stage and hence the objective of clearly
presenting the model in further considerations is the model from
Fig. 13.

7. Conclusion
The work presents the basics of road network modeling, which
constitute an essential component of the described in the series of
articles i. a. [3-9] Road Vehicle Tracking System Based on Given
Identification Features. Systems like this can increase human
safety, other cases, where human is the biggest problem of the
system are described in [11, 12].
The methodology of creating vector data describing the
structure of the graph, whose vertices are intersections and the
edges – road sections, is given. The advantage of the created
data sets is the possibility of using them directly in vehicle traffic
simulations. The scale of the resolution is adapted to the intended
use – traffic simulation of road vehicles moving around the size of a
typical voivodeship, at a speed level around 100km/h. The covered
distances are assumed to be up to 200km, and the observation time
is discretized at steps of one minute.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the positive impacts of telematics system in the sustainable development of any country. With
the growing population and urbanization, high demand of movement of people and goods are occurring. From
last few years in India, transportation system network is expanding rapidly and contributing a huge role into the
economic growth. Due to the enhancement of traffic flow, there is need of implementation of telematics system so
that the negative effects caused by the increased traffic can be converted in sustainable development of the country.
Use of Telematics system in India and Poland can helps to improve the efficiency of transport system by minimize
the fuel consumption which overall results into sustainable development by reducing the environmental effect by
transportation. This paper outlines how the telematics system into transportation system aims to contribute in
achieving sustainable development in country with the case studies of India and Poland.
KEYWORDS: Telematics, Urban transportation, Sustainable development

1. Introduction
The concept of sustainable development in transportation
system is relatively latest concept, especially in Asian country like
India. In India, rail and road transportation system is one of the
most effective ways to communicate with other cities. According
to a survey rails and roads dominates the transportation system in
India by carrying almost 87 percent of total fright traffic in country
in 2007-2008.Due to rapid vehicular growth into the urban areas
has put heavy pressure on the transportation infrastructure that is
resulting into environmental and health problems. In India, there
is average growth of 3 percent urban population per year. It is
expected that India’s urban population increase from 377 million
in year 2011 to 500 million in 2021. According the statics provided
by the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways, Government of
India, the annual rate of growth of motor bike has increased 10%
during the last decades.
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The main problem is the concentration of vehicles into main
metropolitan cities. Still public transport is the most effective means
of commuting into the metropolitan cities in India. Urban congestion
is one of the major problems and it has multiple effects on the
economics of country. It is necessary for the transportation planners
to think because of growing demand of travel with in limited services.
Due to the congestion into urban cities, prevents the movement of
traffic flow. Urban transportation plays an important role into
economy and prosperity growth of government
For all developing or developed countries regardless of their
development in particular fields, new innovations and technologies
have some negative impact for long terms. The growing interest
into the sustainable development is concern about the decreasing
environmental quality, social equity, increasing level of the CO2.
Telematics system into transportation for sustainable development
can be divided into three major sections: society, economy, and
environment. To enhance the role of transportation system in
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sustainable development, it is necessary to plan some strategies to
increase the sustainability.
In this paper we will be particularly concentrating on road
transportation and the problems in road transportation and how
implementation of telematics will overcome these transportation
problems in the sustainable development of two countries India
and Poland. This paper first consider the motorization and traffic
condition of India and problems in traffic, later it contains traffic
flow, motorization and traffic condition in Poland, at the end it
evaluates the telematics strategies and planning for improved
sustainable transportation.
Fig. 1. Year wise vehicle registration in Delhi [11]

2. Overview of road
transportation in India

2.2. Urban transportation in Delhi

The growth rate of Indian automotive industry is the second
fastest growing industry in the world. The increasing growth
rate of vehicle has a direct positive impact on the growth of
economic development. In 2009 nearly 121.23 million registered
vehicles was examined with a motorization rate of 22 vehicles
per 1000 population. Motorization growth of India was lower
than many developing countries throughout the world. But
over the last few decades motor vehicles are getting double or
triple every year with a growth rate of 2 - 3 percent [3]. Vehicle
growth is largely concentrated into urban areas which are
causing traffic congestion. Because of a drastic growth into the
automobile industry in India, that leads the interest of business
leaders, government officers and specially environmentalist for
many reasons. It is well known that motor vehicle in India has
a negative impact on the environment (Fig. 1). In Delhi that is
also a capital of India; the main source of air pollution is the
automobiles. Near about 94.5 % of air pollution is caused by
transport sectors by emitting nearly 261 Tg of CO2. Particularly
in Delhi, out of 300 metric tones of pollutants, approximately
two third is caused by the vehicles. We can see transport system
is getting more and more environmentally unsustainable and a
factor in contributing green house gas emission.

According to the data accessed by the Transport Department
of Delhi government, the nearly 1.056.7712 total number of
vehicles has been registered in 2017. Particularly in year 2016
itself, near about 462.255 vehicles had registered. According to the
data of year 2011, the car ownership in Delhi are 157 cars per 1000
population. Different estimates show that there will be an increase
of 35 cars per 1000 population by 2025 [7]. This would results in
more than 45 - 60 millions of cars on our roads. This tremendous
growth into the cars in upcoming years will put serious problems
like fuel, security, air pollution, and problems related to the traffic
and parking. From now some major cities, started facing problems
of traffic congestion and parking.
Despite the major improvements in public transport systems,
India’s capital city Delhi, is still suffering from these ills affecting
both the provision of infrastructure and its related services. From
last few years, public transport system is not been able to full
fill the rapid demand. Due to lack of bus services, resulting the
passengers to turn towards the personalized mode. Large number
of personal vehicles, cause traffic congestion, and overall reduces
the efficiency and profit of public buses. Delhi transport needs are
met by buses, metro, private vehicles, taxi, auto-rickshaws, cyclerickshaw, and by walking. Inadequate supply of public transport
and poor management of these systems causing buses and metro
running overcrowded during the peak hours making the public
transportation more hectic and unpleasant. Fig. 2 show the
utilization of different modes of transportation.

A transportation system that offers mobility related facilities
and services by minimizing the harmful gas emissions, and also
reliable and safe can be considered as sustainable transport system.
Sustainable transport offers economical way of mobility for all type
of passengers. Another factor is lack of transport system in urban
cities initiate the number of privately owned vehicles that results in
more traffic congestion and overall generates more air pollution.
The increased number of motor vehicle not only contributes into air
pollution but also results in road accidents
The capital city Delhi, is the fastest city growing cities in the
world reaching over 18 million in year 2017 from 400.000 in 1991.
Rapid growth into urban areas can be by two factors: by natural
increase in population, by the migration of people from rural
areas.

Fig.2. Utilization of major modes of transportation in India 2016
[own study]

2.1. Motorization in Delhi
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Public city buses run as principle mode of transportation in
every city. Some urban cities have rail, tram, and metro and some
other mode of public transport. Hundreds of cities do not have
proper public bus transport, because of that passengers have to
choose the private vehicle transport.
In mostly cities, State Transport Undertaking (STU) is responsible
for the operation of plan of the city buses. As India have almost 29
states, and each state have large no of cities inside that. Each state
has its own STU’s (State Transport Undertake) for the public bus
operation. Some of the STU,s is presented here in Table 1. Below
mentioned cities are metro cities, and bus transport fleet size is much
better than the other cities. In other cities generally they use small
mini buses.
Table 1. List of STU in cities of India [own study]
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

State/ Region
Delhi
Mumbai
Kolkata
Chennai
Pune
Chandigarh
Ahmadabad

STU
DTC
BEST
CSTC
CHI-I
PMT
DCHNTU
AMTS

2.3. DTC (Delhi Transport Co-operation) public
bus transport
For the bus transport facility, DTU is mainly responsible for
planning and operation on public buses. In last few years, rapid
decline in the number of passengers travelling through DTC buses.
The reason of declination of passengers by public transport has been
valid reasons like inadequate fleet size, waiting for buses, traffic
congestion and many others. From the data of DTC, the 1.839 buses
were procured in 2010-2011 and 32 new buses in 2011-2012. In
year 2013 nearly 44,67 lakh passengers per day were noted. With
the increase in number of buses, earning of DTC was also increased
in year 2013-2014. But with the time passage, an average rate of 8,8
percent per annum is still going on. In the Fig. 3 a declination rate
of passengers of DTC buses is shown.

3. Problems in transportation
The selected problems which have been identified in
transportation processes are as follow:
1. Dramatically growth in to the privately owned vehicles especially
into two wheelers.
2. Very low level of traffic management system.
3. Rapidly growing population in urban area, and increased
number of vehicles into small concentration.
4. Overcrowded, unsatisfactory, dangerous, and very slow public
transportation system.
5. In metro cities, extreme level of noise pollution and air pollution
has also has impact on environment.
6. Very poor rules for driving, no lane management by the
drivers, that’s enhances lot of accidents.
7. In small towns, stray animals on roads also make the
transportation process slow and uncomfortable.
8. Parking system is not proper, because of those public park vehicles
nearby roadside that acquire lots of road area and contribute in
traffic jams.
9. There is no doubt that with the rapid growth of Indian
population, correspond growth in the travel demand. Sharply
increasing vehicles contributes in congestion, air pollution and
road accidents. Indian cities are suffering from large number of
problems. Some of major problems are discussed here in this
section.

3.1. Road Accidents
Road transport in India is primary mode of transportation in
terms of national economy. With the increased demand of transport,
a rapid increase in length of roads and number of vehicles in last
few years. With the increased motorization, urbanization is increase
in number of accidents and road fatalities. Some other factors of
road accidents are width of road network, poor traffic management,
human population, low safety rules and regulation. Road accidents
cause injuries, fatalities, and hospitalization which directly affects
the socio- economy cost of the country. As far now from the recent
statics from the Ministry of Road transport and highway of India
road are getting increased by 2,5 percent from 489.400 in 2014 to
501.423 in 2015. In road accidents ,total number of killed person
increased by 4,6 percent from 139.671 in 2014 to 146.133 in 2015.
Every day, nearly 1.347 accidents and 400 people death occurring
on Indian roads [4]. For details please see Tables 2 and Table 3.
Table 2. Road accidents parameters (2015-2016) [4]

Fig. 3. Number of passenger of DTC buses from (2004- 2016) [own
study]

The daily passenger load per bus in Delhi came down from
952 passengers in 2013-2014 to 927 passengers in 2015-2016. The
reason of declination is poor reliable service mainly less fleet and
long waiting time.
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Parameter

2016

2015

% change over
previous year

Total accidents in the
country
Total number of person
killed in country

480 652

501 423

-4,1

150 785

146 133

3,2

Total number of person
injured in the country

494 624

500 279

-1,1

Accident severity
(Number of person
killed per 100 accidents)

31,4

29,1

7,9
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Table 3. Road length, motor vehicle, road accidents (2005-2016) [11]

Year

Road
Length
(in km)

Number of
registered
vehicle (in
thousands)

Number
of fatal
accidents

Number
of road
accidents

2005

3809156

81502

83491

2006

3880651

89618

93917

2007

4016401

96707

2008

4109592

2009

4471510

2010

Number
of killed
person

Accident
Severity

439255

94968

21,6

460920

105749

22,9

101161

479216

114444

23,9

105353

106591

484704

119860

24,7

114951

110993

486384

125660

25,8

4582439

127746

119558

499628

134513

26,9

2011

4676838

141866

112618

497686

142485

28,6

2012

4865394

159491

123093

490383

138258

28,2

2013

5231922

181508

122589

486476

137572

28,3

2014

5402486

190704

125828

489400

139671

28,5

2015

5472144

210023

131726

501423

146133

29,1

2016

-------

136071

480652

150785

31,4

Apart from increased number of motor vehicles, there are
some other factors which influence road accidents:
1. Mostly roads in local area and on state highways are in bad
conditions, poor condition and need repair.
2. In India, getting a driver licensee process is so loose, and also
very poor traffic rules.
3. Lack of traffic lights and low traffic management.
4. Unplanned infrastructures and lack of pathways.
5. Unsafe vehicles, overcrowded bus, people mostly sit on the
roofs of the buses on two wheelers, three or four people share
the vehicle.

3.2. Parking problems
The shortage of parking space in Indian cities increases the
time spent in searching for parking spot and induces overall traffic
congestion. From a survey of Indian roads, it is found those high
portions of roads are occupied by parking [15]. Parking problem
is specially occurring in small areas having no infrastructure
planning. In Delhi, 14 percent of road length is used for on street
parking while Surat has 60 percent of road length is used for on
street parking. The reason of on street parking is cheaper than the
off street parking’s.

toxic gases in air, affecting the 1 million of Delhi people living near
within 500 meter near to roadside [21]

Fig. 4. Vehicular gases emission in India [16]

,QIRXUPDMRUFLWLHVRI,QGLDQDPHO\'HOKL0XPEDL.RONDWD
DQG &KHQQDL WKH SUREOHP LV UDSLG LQFUHDVH LQ XUEDQ SRSXODWLRQ
and large number of automobiles in small area accounts 15
SHUFHQW RI ZKROH YHKLFXODU SRSXODWLRQ RI WKH FRXQWU\ 2WKHU 
PDMRUFLWLHVWKDWKDYHSRSXODWLRQPRUHWKDQPLOOLRQDFFRXQWHG
 RI YHKLFXODU SRSXODWLRQ RI WKH FRXQWU\ 7KH FRQVXPSWLRQ
RI HQHUJ\ RI WKHVH YHKLFOHV LV QHDUO\   RI WRWDO HQHUJ\ LV
FRQVXPHGE\URDGWUDQVSRUW,QXUEDQFLWLHVYHKLFOHVFRQWULEXWH
RI&2DQGRWKHUKDUPIXOJDVHVVHH)LJDQG)LJ These
KLJK OHYHOV RI DLU SROOXWLRQ E\ WKH HPLVVLRQ RI SROOXWDQW JDVHV
DUHPDLQO\UHVSRQVLEOHIRUEUHDWKLQJSUREOHPFDQFHUDQGHWF7KH
DYHUDJHOHYHORI1LWURJHQ2[LGHLVXJFPDQG3PLVXJ
cm,QWKHJUDSKVEHORZWKHYDOXHVRI1LWURJHQR[LGHDQG3P
is shown which represents the value of emission is higher than
national average which is a serious for environment.

3.3. Air pollution
In India, the number of motor vehicles has grown from 3 million
in 1950 to approximately 80 million in 2016 of which two wheelers
accounts of total 70 percent of total vehicular cost. Though two
wheelers sales in have been growing in the past few years at double
digit rates [16], Fig. 4. However the sale dropped from year 20122013 the sale is flat due to increased interest rate. Air pollution in
Indian cities is the firth leading cause of death. Air pollution causes
near about 620.000 people death every year in India .Toxic air and its
effect on health are seriously affecting the livability of Indian cities.
In case of Delhi, vehicular pollution started rising from 1990,
with the growth vehicular population and economic development.
The Environment Pollution Control Authority reported that
during the year 2002 to 2012, the number of vehicles increased by
97 percent and contributing in air pollution. Direct expose of the
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Fig. 5. Predicted NO2 level [19]

Fig. 6. Predicted PM10 [19]
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3.4. Insufficient public transport
India is lacking behind in the public transportation service due to
lack of required funding [14]. In India, with the growing population,
there is a vast need of improvements in public transportation. Mostly
buses into the cities are overcrowded, not maintained, extreme slow
and dangerous [1]. In India there is not traffic priority any lanes and
singles for buses, which results stuck in on congested roadways and
average of 6-10 km/h in many urban cities [6].

4. Overview of road
transportation in Poland
4.1. Motorization in Poland
Poland is one the fast growing city in the Europe. Transport is
one of the largest contributors to GDP amounting to 3,6 percent
in 2011. Poland is a medium size country by European standards
having plains and few mountains areas. The distances between the
countries are not so long like India but it has also large network of
transportation. Poland is a transit for West-East and North-South
European traffic.
Talking about the road network, Poland has 406.122
kilometers of standard roads. The rail network is also relatively
well developed having a total track length of 20.200 kilometers in
2010. Out of this much rail network, 58 percent are electric railway.
Poland’s modern transportation system is far less developed than
other developed European countries. In 2010 France, Germany,
Spain, have fast running trains acquiring 1.872 km, 1.285 km
and 1.599 km. But up to that time Poland did not have any fast
running trains. In 2010, there were 857 kilometers of motorway
in Poland while other European countries have much more than
this numbers. But with the passage of time the situation of Poland
economy changed drastically. At the end of 2013, length of road
network in Poland amounted to 415.132,6 km. According to
annual report of the General Directorate for National Roads and
Motorways as the end of o 2013 only 66,1 % of national roads and
12,5% of roads are in poor condition and rest 21,4 % roads are
in unsatisfactory condition [10]. By joining the European Union,
Poland is getting help to do modernization in to the transport
system. The number of highways, expressways, and motorways
are growing exponentially and a rapid increase in modernization
also occurring. In 2013 116,7 km of motorways and 191,9 km of
expressway had built. The number of registered vehicles in end of
2013 amounted 25,7 million (in last 2012 it was amounted 24,9
million). The number of vehicles registered in Poland is growing
so rapidly from last few years. In 2015, total numbers of registered
vehicles were 16.815.923. After a interval of five years, in 2010 the
registered vehicles number reached to 6.221.226 units. Increases in
number of vehicles are significant in Poland with the urbanization.
In 2009 there were 433 passengers cars per 1000 inhabitants in
Poland [12]. In the Fig.7 a regular growth in the number of cars
can be seen form 1990-2015.
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Fig. 7. Motorization rate in Poland [own study based on [23]]

4.2. Analysis of statics of accidents in Poland
According to statics of accidents by police, the most common
cause of accidents is the over speeding and not following the speed
regulation limit while driving. Another major reason of accidents is
rash driving, not following the lane, overtaking, sudden breaking,
not maintaining a proper safe distance. As shown in Fig.8 from year
2007, 49.536 accidents, to 2015, accidents 32.967. It is noticeable that
from year 2007 to 2015, the number of accidents decreased in large
numbers. The effect of decrease in accidents can be seen in the Fig.9
of killed person. In year 2007, nearly 5.583 person killed in accidents.

Fig. 8. Number of road accidents 2007 – 2015 [own study based on [23]]

Fig. 9. Number of person killed in rod accidents 2007 -2015 [own
study based on [23]]

In year 2015, a decrease in killed person (2.938 person killed)
is nearly half as compare to year 2007.

4.3. Statics of road transportation in Warsaw
The Warsaw is the capital city of Poland, having a population
of 1.702.139 in 2017 and area of 450 km2 [5]. In Warsaw, at the end
of 2013, there were 1.022,3 thousand registered passenger cars, 593
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per 1000 population. In 2013, nearly 94,8 thousand vehicles got
registered out of which 88,2 percent were passenger cars [18]. Traffic
volume on Warsaw roads accommodates more than 50.000-75.000
vehicles per day. The total number of journey within 24 hours is
approximately 264.000. Sixty percent of traffic within the Warsaw
is contributed by automobiles. Total of 54,6 % of all journey are
through public transportation and 22,6% by private transportation,
21.6 % journey by made by walk and rest 1.2 % is other mode of
transportation (Fig. 10, Fig. 11).

Fig. 10. Number of road accident in Warsaw [own study]

Fig. 11. Number of people died in Warsaw 2011-2017 [own study
based on [18]]

5. Role of telematics in
sustainable development
5.1. Sustainability development
Sustainability is a process that is not time definite and time
constrained. One of definition of sustainable development is to
meet the needs of present generation without compromising the
ability of future generation to meet their own needs [13].
Even there is no particular definition of sustainable but it is
generally classified into three major sections of Economy, Society
and Environment. In this paper it is necessary to get through the
information of transportation system effect on these three factors
i.e. society, economy and environment. It is not wrong to say that
existing transportation system is not sustainable system because of
some negative points: Limited natural petroleum resources; Traffic
congestion; Increased number of accidents; Negative impact on
environment by vehicles.
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5.2. Telematics system in transportation
Telematics system is an integration of telecommunication and
information technology used to automate some system. Physical
system such as telematics systems are called as Intelligent System.
Intelligent system uses number of devices such as:
• Electronic communication system,
• Data acquisition system,
• Operator data presentation system,
• User data presentation system.
The existing transportation system in India and Poland is
designed was designed for lower traffic levels. By taking the other
factors into consideration the traffic problem caused by traffic
congestion, air pollution, there is a need to regulate the traffic flow.
For both the countries it is very necessary to develop the sustainable
mobility in metropolitan cities to promote the economic growth,
create employment opportunities. Implementation of Transport
telematics into transportation sector suggests us number of ways to
develop sustainable mobility into urban areas.
Transportation telematics is a combination of many technologies
like transport engineering, information technologies and
telecommunication that combines together and suggests solution of
many never ending transport problems [22]. Transport telematics can
help us in sustainable development by providing efficient solutions by
increasing the efficiency of traffic management increase the efficiency
of fuel consumption, increase traffic safety, proper utilization of
existing infrastructure, environmental protection, minimize the
traffic congestion and fatalities and many more.
As previously discussed the main reason of transportation
problem in India and Poland is rapid urbanization and increased
number of privately owned motor vehicles. Increased number of
vehicles in urban area promotes the implementation of telematics in
transportation. Implementation of telematics in transportation has
a direct impact on sustainable development and country growth.
Sustainable development is a new concept which is a global
concept used in development of decision making or the country
growth. The main objective of this concept is protect the natural
resources by controlling the social activities and utilizes the resources
in a planned way. The definition presented by World Commission on
Environment and Development of sustainable development meets
the needs of the present without compromising the need of the future
generation to meet their own needs [20].
Sustainable development into urban areas has one main
objective to improve the environment poor condition and optimize
the consumption of energy into urban areas. Implementation of
telematics system in transport it to main cities of India will improve
the accessibility of cities and provide a high quality and sustainable
transport into the cities. Telematics in transportation will build a
transport network in urban areas with the increased accessibility
and services and will also enhance the life standard of public and
improve the environment by minimizing the emission of gases
by vehicles. Telematics is a tool through which we can plan the
transportation and increase the efficiency of vehicles by utilizing
the infrastructure in a more advanced way. General ideas like
expansion of road length, increasing the number of public vehicles,
for minimizing the traffic congestion can run only for small period
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of time. For avoiding these problems related to transportation
system in both country India and Poland, a long term idea have to
be implemented and that is telematics into transportation system.
For efficient transport system it is very important to plan the initial
investment to increase the mobility by considering the sustainable
development. In India, there is a huge difference between the current
transportation planning and a sustainable transport planning.
To implement the telematics system for sustainable development
it is necessary to involve the residents of that country. It is very
necessary to make them aware the sustainable development of the
country to improve the living quality in mobility. Especially in India,
people do not follow the traffic rules and other security measures.
Firstly its mandatory to make them aware about the how this system
will help them to develop their city and overall their country.
The main purpose of telematics system in road transportation
is to enhance the efficiency of transport system through better use
of the existing infrastructure or to reduce the negative influence
on the community and the environment [9]. Indian and Poland
traffic can be benefited from several application of intelligent
transportation system.
Main objective of telematics system of India and Poland:
Increase the corridor traffic throughout; Increase the average travel
speed; Reduce the vehicle delays; Decrease the average travel time;
Increase utilization and effectiveness infrastructure; Improve accident
detection system; Reduce incident duration; Increase field equipment
utilization; Improve quality of traffic flow; Improve driver response
in driving; E-ticketing; Traffic control; Traffic flow control; Travel
information and e-ticketing; Electronic toll collection/ Fee collection.

5.3. How telematics can help
A vehicle telematics solution combines wireless GPS tracking
with remote vehicle diagnostics and routing tools to give fleet
managers a complete accurate and real time condition of their feet
motion. Telematics in fleet management can help fleet managers,
to improve productivity, maintenance, scheduling, and monitor
drivers behavior to decrease the fuel cost by improving the speed
of vehicle. Out of many telematics solutions, there are three main
solutions that can help in minimizing consumption of fleet fuel
by: Idling monitoring, Speed monitoring and automatic vehicle
location.

5.3.1. Idling monitoring
In India, due to traffic problem in urban cities, vehicles have to
wait for a long time and that waiting time is called as Idling time.
Unnecessary idling is one the major factor in the fuel wastage.
According to a survey only sixty minutes of idling time consumes
the same amount of fuel by driving 80 to 120 minutes. For example
one gallon of gas wastes in one hour of idling time, by reducing the
idle time by just 10 percent can help us to enhance the fuel efficiency
by 10-20 percent. The Table 4 presents the relation between idle
time of vehicle and how it enhances the waste fuel cost.
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Table 4. Impact on idle time on fuel [own study]
Idle time in min. of
per vehicle per day

Wasted fuel cost USD
per vehicle per day

Wasted fuel cost USD
per vehicle per year

30

1,32

343,20

60

2,64

686,40

90

3,96

1.029,60

For 100 vehicles if idle time is 90 min than for a year the cost of
fuel waste is USD 100.000. Fuel waste plays a very important role
in economy and also in the sustainable development of a country.
By using idling monitoring telematics solution in the fleet
management, we can track fleet- wide and specific vehicle idling
time. Fleet managers set a maximum value of idling time and
receive alerts every time a vehicle idles crosses the maximum value
of idle time [17]. By using this information, fleet managers can find
out the correct the driver behaviors to minimize the lower fleet wide
fuel consumption. According to a case study of a company that is
using idle monitoring for 4.500 vehicles fleet identified that between
USD 29.000 and USD 86.000 would be wasted in fuel each month
from unnecessary idling. A 50% reduction in idling, accomplished
by identifying negative driver behavior with a information provided
in the idling monitoring reports would result in a cost saving of
more than USD 500.000 a year [2].

5.3.2. Speed monitoring
Speed monitoring of vehicles also plays a vital role into the fuel
consumption. Excessive speeding of vehicles has a negative impact
on the fuel efficiency, and has direct impact on fuel consumption.
Studies have proven that reducing driving speed or by keeping the
driving speed in a average range can lower the consumption of
fuel volume by 14 percent. Here below in the table, we can see how
every 5 miles per hour increase in driving speed adds 20 cent per
gallon to the cost of gas (Table 6).
Tabel 6. Impact of driving speed on fuel [own study]
Speed
(mph)

Percent [%]
increase in fuel cost

Actual cost per gallon of fuel
(base price of per gallon USD 2,64)

60

7,58

2,84

65

15,75

3,04

70

22,73

3,24

75

30,30

3,44

80

37,88

3,64

85

45,45

3,84

By controlling the speed of vehicles and minimizing the idle
time, we can save the fuel as well as minimize the accident. Assume
at least percent change occurs by telematics in the fuel reduction
and accident reduction it will indirectly save the environment and
helps in sustainable and safe transportation.
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5.3.3. Automatic vehicle location
Mostly public in India do not relies on the public transportation,
and that is one reason of increasing number of privately owned
vehicles. Public transportation is very slow and public has to face
the delay or have to spend time to wait for the buses or trains. There
should some tracking system in public transportation so they can
track the buses and plan the trip according to that time. At present,
when public buses are on the road, no one can know exactly where
the vehicles are without constantly contacting the drivers. This
lack of communication leads many problems for the passengers.
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) tracks the vehicles in real-time.
Office staff always knows the location of the running buses which
allows them to provide the service to the passengers on time. This
system also provides the real time alerts to the authority to identify
the instances of vehicle misuse.

5.3.4. Electronic toll collection
One of the methods to implement the telematics for the
transportation sector is by the use of electronic toll collection.
Right now in India, when you visit from one state to another state,
sometimes there are many tolls barriers and you have to wait long
time for your turn. By the electronic toll collection, allows the
vehicles a free flow and therefore vehicles are not required to stop to
toll fee. This electronic toll collection system is managed by General
Director for national roads. Automobiles registered in Electronic
Toll Collection (ETC) will be designated a particular lane.
A vehicle fitted with on-board device for toll charging approaches
a toll plaza, the toll gates will automatically open after detecting the
on board device. In electronic toll collection system, the amount of
toll depends on the, total number of miles travelled and also directly
related to the cost of infrastructure construction and operation.
Above some strategies that are categorized into mainly three sections:
Vehicles, Roads and human [8]. By implementation of these into
transportation, we can achieve a sustainable transportation (Table 7).

6. Conclusion
Transportation system is one of the most important foundations
of modern life and also it has a deep linkage with the development
of the country economy. Transportation plays a vital role in the
sustainable development of any country. Transportation has a direct
impact on three major factors: economy, environment and society.
As the natural resources are very limited, it is a mandatory to build
a sustainable transportation to conserve the natural resources for
long time. From this paper, we can identify the problems related with
the transportation system in India and Poland. By introducing the
telematics into the transportation system we can enhance the level of
transportation in these countries. The main problems presented here
in transportation are: increased pollution level, accidents, long waiting
time, unsafe transportation and all. All these problems cannot be
eliminated completely but it can be minimized by implementation of
telematics in road transportation of urban areas. Ensuring sustainable
development is not a simple task and is associated with overcoming
the many challenges of urban transport including: traffic congestion,
accidents, parking problems, insufficient public transportation, land
consumption, high maintenance cost [9].
In this paper some technologies and suggestions have been
presented to increase the role of transportation in sustainable
development of such as: promoting public transportation, mobility
management, enhance road management, improvement in vehicle
technologies, transportation planning, telematics technologies into
vehicles to have sustainable development of transportation in India
and Poland. Transport telematics solutions and strategies in this
paper are modern technologies in order to facilitate sustainable
urban mobility and to minimize the negative externalities of the
urban transport for the environment.
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Table 7. Vehicle-Human-road set [own study based on [8]]
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